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Chief Cleared Of Wrongdoing "Black
Progress Real Target" Says Panel
by I B. White
ST. PETERSBURG-An

conference sponsored by the

SARASOTA - Mrs. Jesse

Coalition for African-Ameri

(Jacqueline) Jackson will be

internal city investigation has

can Leadership, many of them

cleared Police chief Goliath
Davis of the latest and most

had backed the chief and

the keynote speaker at a bene
fit luncheon sponsored by the

serious charge against him,
that he interfered with an
investigation of drug-selling
accusations against a veteran
police officer. Both the chief

and the accused officer are
black; their accusers, the all-

white, or nearly so, Police

Gwen Reese

Mrs. Jesse Jackson Keynote Speaker 1
For Westcoast Women For Peace
Jesse L Jackson in 1962.
As an active participant in
the freedom struggle since col

lege, Mrs. Jackson initiated

issued a stinging indictment of
what AIDS activist Carl
Devine called "continuous and

Westcoast Women for Peace

and spearheaded many of the

and Happiness on Saturday,
May 22, 1999 at noon. This

projects and programs that

growing conspiracy and sabo
tage” of the police chief and

event will be held at Michael’s
on East 1212, East Avenue,

black progress.
‘This is bigger than “Go”,

South, Sarasota and is open to
the public. All proceeds will go

said Gwendolyn Reese, a for
mer co-chair of the Communi

toward the $3.5 million build

have become a part of the lega
cy of Operation PUSH;
including the Black History
Exhibit at PUSH Expo, the
PUSH for Excellence Pro

ing fund of the Westcoast

gram, Chair of the organiza
tion’s International Affairs

Benevolent
Association
(PBA), a police union.

ty Alliance. “This is an assault

School and church in down

Division and the “Save The

on the African-American com

town Sarasota.

The news was met without
surprise by leaders and

munity.”
The attacks on Davis, said

Jackson, a native of Fort

Children” initiative.
Mrs. Jackson led the first
expedition of African-Ameri

activists in St. Petersburg’s

Uhuru

African-American communi
ty. One day earlier, at a press

Mrs. Jacqueline Lavinia

can women to Ethiopia in the

Yeshitela, are in fact a racist

Pierce, Florida attended North
Carolina A&T University,

Please see pg. 6

where she met and married

Please see pg. 6

Chairman

Omali

1970s to witness the effects of

Jacqueline Jackson
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FNOUCII IS ENOlKiH

Curtsinger Is Not Coming Back
byi^Wms,,.:.. ^...,.4 .. over, it became apparent that the Pinellas County Police

Mayor Fischer had the
foresight and courage to
hire the articulate and
highly qualified Goliath
Davis III to succeed
Darrell ■ Stephens as the

new Police Chief in 1997,
Even before the honey
moon period (the time
normally given to an
administrator to get accli

mated to his job) was

Benevolent Association was determined to undermine

the effectiveness of the new Chief.
Before the new Chief could get settled into his new
position, the naysayers and anti-Davis elements began
attacking his Weed and Seed policy. Even the Sheriff and.

efficient. Naturally, this did not set well with many of the
older officers, many of whom bad exhibited racist atti
tudes. As the Chief began to bring equity and fairness
into the department, the PBA set out to undermine the

A. final observation: Qur- .neighbor across the Bay

the -new Chief at .-every turn? However, the PBA bad its " (Tampa) also got its first African-American’ Chief iri the
allies in their obstructionist tactics. A case in point: City

the real culprit.

against him.

On the other hand, accolades go to Mayor David
'Fischer
who has continued to be fully supportive of
Chiefs authority.
Chief
Davis.
Instead of supporting the Chiefs actions, the PBA

State Attorney got into the act. However, the Pinellas i, apparently had a different agenda: to obstruct and oppose <

County Police Berteyblerit Association was,' and still is;

ing. Courtesy dictates that she should have given the
Chief prior knowledge of new forthcoming diatribe

i Having served-as an Assistant Chief for quite some Councilwoman Kathleen Ford, who at times seemed to
time’ Chief. Davis was acutely aware of the problems be in lockstep with the PBA. A case in pointexisting within the department, and apparently, his initial Councilwoman Ford made an unprofessional; and
goals were to-make the department less racist and more’ uncalled-for attack on the Chief during a Council meet

person of Bennie Holder. However, fortunately for him,
he didn't have to contend with the Pinellas County Police

Benevolent Association.
Please see ’Letter To The Editor’ on pg.3

Retirement Celebration In
Ebony Scholars To Anheuser-Busch Reaffirms
Company's Commitment To
Honor Of Barbara L. Jefferson
Hold Scholarship
Luncheon------------ African-American Communities
TAMPA - Family and

friends gathered recently to

honor one of their own, Bar
bara L Jefferson for her retire
ment celebration as principal

ofA Leon Lowry Elementary
School after 39 years of dedi

cated service;
An official program which
consisted of a variety of enter
tainment; awards and honors

from numerous organizations
and foundations; special trib

utes to the retiree, gifts and a
meal that everyone frilly

enjoyed.
Mrs. Jefferson, a frue and

dedicated educator will go
down in the history of our
community.

She will be

missed by all of her friends,
Zenita Wade

The Ebony Scholars Com
mittee will host its Annual

Scholarship Luncheon at the
Holiday Inn Sunspree Resort
bn Saturday, May 29,1999 at

Orleans, Louisiana where she
earned a Doctorate in Pharma
cy in May, 1998. Currently
she is performing a Pharmacy

Practice Residency at AS.H.P.

11:00 am. Dr. Zenita K. Wade
will be the guest speaker.

Accredited Children’s Nation

Dr. Wade is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Wade of
St. Petersburg and an Ebony

ton, D.C.
The Ebony Scholars Pro

al Medical Center in Washing

gram awards college scholar
ships annually to Ebony
Scholars Club seniors who

ST. LOUIS, MO - In a
speech during the National

Denver last month, Lewis

company’s efforts to improv

employees and associates who

McKinney, senior director,

wished her well and the best

Conference of Black Mayors

corporate representative for

ing the quality of life in com
munities in which it does busi-

25th annual convention in

Anheuser-Busch, outlined his

Please see pg. 15

for the life she’ll enjoy during

her retirement

Please see pg. 15

Republican Party Officially Registers
Rep* Rudy Bradley As A Republican
out, “instead, on a course of

Only

sentative Bradley signed his

Chairman A1 Cardenas.

Black Republican Represen

change of party registration

Representative

tative

card and made his formal

cited his unwavering commit

independence that allowed me
to work better for my con

announcement surrounded by

ment to his community and his

stituents. This change is an

Former

friends and supporters at

family.

extension of that independence

PUBLIC NOTICE

Democrat District 55 Repre

.Orlando International Airport..

The City of St. Petersburg's Economic
Development Department will discuss the economic

announced on Monday that he

ScholarAlumnus. After gradu
ating Cum Laude from Lake-

wood High School, she attend
ed Xavier University in New

Bradley

Becomes

have distinguished themselves
Please see pg. 6

Barbara L. Jefferson

ORLANDO -

Bradley

“I am both proud and

and an acknowledgement that

being safe, or being a stereo
type, I am interested in being

the best state legislator for my
district that I can be,” conclud

is atrue leader,” said Chairman

A1 Cardenas.
This week’s announce
ment sends an important mes

ed Bradley.
“It is an honor to stand next

sage to communities all across
is the party of the future, the

party that is representative of

Florida, the Republican Party

Also joining Bradley were
Governor Jeb. Bush, United

excited to be a member of the
Republican Party, because of

leadership of Governor Jeb

to my college, Rudy Bradley Republican Representative

States Senator Connie Mack,

Bush, has done more for my

from District 55. Rudy under

Florida’s diversity, and the

development projects in the Challenge Area Monday,

has left the Democrat party
and registered as a member of

what it means to my district.

Florida House Speaker John

For too lone, my community

community in the past year

stands that being a leader

only party that is responave to

May 24th, 6:30-8:30pm at Bethel Community

the Republican party. Joined

Thrasher, Brevard County

has let partisan politics get in

that I saw accomplished in the

means making tough decisions

the concerns of minority com

Baptist Church, 1045 - 16th Street South.

by his wife, Terrye, and chil

Sheriff Philip Williams, and

the way of progress,” said

previous decade.”

because you know it is the

munities,” concluded Chair

dren, Adia and Ernest, Repre

Republican Party of Florida

Representative Bradley. “I set

right thing to do. Rudy Bradley

man Cardenas.

The public is cordially to attend this meeting.

sentative

Rudy

Bradley

the Republican party, under the

“I am not interested in
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More Than 30 Employers To
Participate In Challenge 2001
Job Fair--------------------------------

Students Entering Health
Care Careers Honored During
Ceremonv----------------------------

Home Shopping Network,

residents of the Challenge
2001 Area at a Job Fair Tues

city through education, com

NationsBank,

munity renewal, economic

day on May 25 from 3:00 to
7:00 p.m. at Enoch Davis Cen

equity, and public safety. One
hundred sixty two job fair
attendees have been hired as a

Vinoy Resort.
Representatives from the
Florida Department of Labor
Office of Jobs & Benefits will

result of the past few month’s

also be available for consulta

be represented at the Chal
lenge 2001 Job Fair, the largest

fairs at the Enoch Davis Cen
ter.

of the city’s Challenge 2001
job fairs to date. The fair will

hi addition to the City of
St Petersburg, companies with

tion.
The Job Fair is cospon
sored by the Qty of St Peters
burg and St Petersburg Junior

include a Business Attire Fash

representatives at the fair

ion Show at 5 pm. Additional

opportunities are available to

ter, llll-18th Avenue South.
More than 30 companies will

ST. PETERSBURG More than two dozen St.

graduates for 1998-99 are:

Petersburg Junior College
graduates were honored on

orah Nance, Cheryl West.
•Dental
Hygiene-May

Thursday, May 6, during
“Celebrating Success,” a pro
gram to honor the academic
achievements of those in the

‘99:Rhonda Cauchon, Karrie
Laurrain and Lashawn Ward.
•Generic Nursing/LPN-RNStudents, Dec. ‘98: Maria
Bermudez, Metachith Bountham,
Janice
Bowman,
Camelia Chaves, Patrina

college’s Pathway Program.
The Pathway Program is
designed to assist disadvan
taged and underrepresented
students who are entering vari
ous health fields. The Pathway

•Radiography-Dec. ‘98: Deb

Dean, Eloise Jones, Irene Katica, Beulah Lane, Shantwan

Moore,

Kimona Robinson, Sandra
Trigg and Shefronia Under

wood.
•Physical Therapist Assistant,
May ‘99: Enrique DeAguila,

Cynthia

Lashaunta Lancaster.
•Generic Nursing/LPN-RN,

May ‘99: James Gainer,
Andrea Hayden, Connie

Matthews, Jacqueline McIn
tosh.

was a McKnight Achiever and

ST. PETERSBURG-On

May 1, 1999, Virginia A
Packer, a resident of St. Peters
burg graduated Magna Cum

laude, with a Bachelor of Sci
ence degree in Electrical Engi
neering.

ADECO, Accountemps, All

Anne Haskins, Mayors Office,

work. He inspires people or

J. Fischer and Willie Felton, St.

state, ALPS South Corp.

(727)

of four children bom to Joan
and Allen Haring Keith was

Petersburg Junior College Vice

American Express, ABLEST,

bom on May 4, 1958 in the

President for Educational and

Cornelius England, Franklin

Templeton, Norell Services,
Special Data Processing, Unit

town of Kutztown, Pennsylva
nia. In that little town art and

something stick to it, and that

Student Services will speak at
a press conference at 2:30 just

Williams, Qty of St Peters
burg, (727) 893-7894, or Kat
Black-Russo, SPJC, (727)

341-4702

interesting that every one loves

before the Job Fair opens.
The Challenge 2001 Pro

ed Parcel Services, Core Staff
Services, First Union, The

the Haring name had become
well known. In fact, Keith had

Youth
On The
Move

library services in St Peters
burg.
Contact Debbie Henry at
(727) 893-7348 for more
information.

selection that runs from mass
market paperbacks to hardcov

er classics. Nonprint materials
such as audio books and
videos will also be available,

Safety Rodeo at Campbell
Park, 601-14th Street South on

community for over 28 years
to help those who are in need
of medical care, food, clothing,
shelter, and financial assis
tance.
If you are interested in
becoming a volunteer, please

to children accompanied by a
parent of an adult
The purpose of this rodeo

position with IBM and will
reside in Durham, North Car

is to reinforce the need for chil

come to our volunteer orienta
tion to be held at the St Peters

dren to wear their helmets and

burg Free Clinic at 863-3rd

olina. Virginia accredits her

obey the safety laws while rid

Avenue North on Saturday,

success to her Christian values,

ing their bicycles.

strong family support, and a

For more information
please call Lydia at 323-7022,

$C99
w
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This week we are featuring quality
Wear-Dated carpet styles starting at
$6.99 sq. yd. Made with the finest fibers,
Wear-Dated carpet looks better longer.

WEAR-DATED* CARPET
ALL

YOU

NEED

TO

KNOW.

Haring with Baby. It can be

found, along with other paint
ings that he did, in the Whitney
Museum of American Art and
in the POP SHOP in New
York.
To have known Keith Har

a certain taste for regular col

ing personally would have

ors, he thought they were too
formal. Also, he used emotion
and feeling into his paintings

been amazing. His work was
interesting, fascinating, graph

Veterans

Haring did that made his work

message for the world. If he

Affairs Medical Center, Bay

unique was to invent whole

was still alive today, his work

Pines, will conduct their sec

new characters and figures.

would be very famous.

ond annual Health & Fitness

Uhurus
Sponsor 1OK
Yvalk-A-Thon

of

Day. Senior Health & Fitness
Day is a nationwide event for
older adults always celebrated
on the last Wednesday in May
during Older Americans
Month. This year’s event will
be held on May 26th at the

VA’s South St. Petersburg Pri
mary Care Qinic, 3420-8th
Avenue South from 10 am. -

ST. PETERSBURG -The
Uhuru Solidarity is sponsoring
a 10K walk-a-thon which sup
ports genuine economic devel

starting at 10 a.m. at Straub

Park (south).

There will be a rally back
at the part at 1 p.m featuring
Omali Yeshitela, founder and

May 22, 1999 from 9:3011:30 am.

Health Fair booths will
include free health screenings.

For more information con
tact the Minority Veterans Pro-

to the March Against Geno-

Call (727) 898-1042 for

Larissa at 822-5641 or Robert

For more information,
please contact Dana Sarmiento

at 866-1532.

at 821-1200.

99cSq. Ft.

13X13

WEAR-DATED

Name brand carpet at wholesale prices.

out a very strong message.
One of his paintings is called

leader of the Uhuru Move

CERAMIC TILE

Sq. Ft.

that when he wrote these
words that he wanted to give

ment the American Indian
Movement and many more.

gram office at 398-6661, ext

on

Saturday, May 22,

™

Petersburg, Florida

more information.

'

/instate

Supervisor

You’re in good hands.

I
2 ”11
_i

$^29

a well-known painting called
Crack is Wack You can tell

containment and prisons for
the Black community. Come

.CRAB CAKE!!
FRESH
n
HOMEMADE Z
CRAB CAKES
each

At the Carpet Store, ride our golf carts and
see the largest inventory of carpet and
ceramic tile in the state of Florida.

IT'S

unique was the he didn’t have

4949.

MARBLEIZED CERAMIC

so. YD.

that made Haring’s art work

a movement of Crack. He did

opment and opposes the geno
cide public policy of police

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY. INSTALL TOMORROW
LONG WEARING
ITALIAN RUSTIC STONE
STAIN RESISTANT
High Gloss
BERBERS

was called the “Running
Fenc£\ A couple of things

and that is unique.
Keith Haring was a part of

3:00 pm (PTEC location).

CARPET SALE
Priced
From

was Christo. Haring especially
loved Christo’s painting that

you can create something

like cruelty and playfulness.
Another interesting thing that

Department

FAMU, as well as numerous
internship experiences has pre
pared her to enter the profes
sional ranks of engineers.
Virginia has accepted a

ly in the city of New York.
An artist that inspired him

youth by letting them know
that when you have love for

ic, powerful and sincere. He
died in 1990 at the age of 32.
Keith left a great and powerful

ST. PETERSBURG-The

relied on caring people in this

hearts of many.

COMMERCIAL CARPET

National
Senior
Health &
Fitness Day

St. Pete
Free
Clinic
Volunteers
Needed

will be sponsoring a Bicycle

400 - 49th St South
TWIN
St. PfUrsburg, FL
CRAB CAKE
327-B3O9
32B-B3D9
DINNER
Includes Coleslaw, Cornpups.
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Choice of Steak Fries or Rice Pilaf
Sunday... Gone fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS BUY.
FOR OVER 2TYEARS,

when you smile you warm the

SQ. YD.

The book sale will offer a

St. Petersburg Free Clinic has

MARKFT & RESTAURANT

You may not have enough
heat to set the world on fire, but

W

may be attractive to collectors.
Proceeds from the sale benefit

Petersburg Police Department,

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

like Satan’s control.

$099

p.m. and Sunday noon to 5
pm.

Engineers. Virginia, a member
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc., was active in many ser
vice and social activities on

"LET THEM EAT
CAKE"

tears our life apart,
Nothing hinders the soul

appreciate what art has to offer.
Over the years his paintings

Premier Service Agent

Righteousness rescues the

burgh he really learned to

became very famous, especial

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Saturday, May 22 from 10
am. -1:00 p.m.
100 helmets will be given

of Professional Arts in Pitts

and older volumes or sets that

JAMES A. THOMAS

heart, while sin devours and

Qaude

along with children’s books

in conjunction with the St

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4 PM
MONDAY

Priced
From

shop Friday from 1 to 5:30
pm; Saturday, 9 am. to 5:30

Virginia, a 1994 graduate

hires

893-7119;

developed a strong love for art
When Keith was in the School

of the Juvenile Welfare Board,

Thomas and Nobedine Packer.

seemed important to him, and
ideas that his friends gave him.

ly, St Petersburg Mayor David

Children’s Service Committee

Virginia is the daughter of

Keith Haring is because he has
a wide variety of wonderful

influenced his work were topics like drugs, kids, things that

include: RMA Teleservices,

While at FAMU, Virginia

nurturing community.

artists named Ke ith Haring.
The reason why 1 like

Seme things, or factors that

inspiring other people, particu
larly the youth that enjoyed his

was inducted into the Tau Beta
Pi National Honor Society for

campus. Her matriculation at

I

This week’s Kid’s Comer
is about one of my favorite

amazing.
Keith Haring is the oldest

Youth on the Move, a

Inroads Scholar.

,c’

College.
For more information call

um, 3745 Ninth Avenue
North. The public is invited to

of Lakewood High School

Virginia A. Packer

Renaissance

and interesting pictures that are

through Sunday, May 21 to 23,
at the Main Library auditori

virginia A. Packer Graduates
From College Of Engineering

.1

Keith Haring was impor
tant to the history of art by

ST. PETERSBURG - A
penny-will purchase a thought
buy a few cents more will buy
an adventure for the mind at
the St. Petersburg Public
Library Book Sale, Friday

Pearson,

Kelvin

Skilled Services Corporation,

St. Pete Library Book Sale

and

Lampley

d'

gram is dedicated to creating
more opportunities in the inner

ST. PETERSBURG - Job

L-R: Karrie Laurrain, John Cromer, Eloise Jones, Traci Clinton and
Lashawn Ward.

t;

CORNERSTONE CONSTRUCTION

SPECIALTIES, INC.
Allstate Insurance Company

6055 9th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Bus (813) 865-1409
FAX (813) 864-6779
© 1996 Allstate Insurance Company,
Northbrook, Illinois. 24-hour customer service
is available through select Allstate locations.

Estimating • Drafting • Management
Engineering & Architectural Referrals Available
P.O. Box 530133

Phone: 727-323-5041

St. Petersburg, FL 33747-0133

" FAST & RELIABLE "

£

SPEND A
EK-ORIWO
AWAY FROM
OVUIZMION.

$1099
I

WF

sq. yd.

Now there's more than one way to play every day. The Florida Lottery has expanded
its Fantasy 5 drawings from five days a week to seven. So you'll have more chances to win

CARPET STORE
08730

TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.
249-2088

BAYONET POINT

S.W. CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 &HWY. 52

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCATION 808-7424

and more ways to make all your fantasies come true.

A IfW FANTASY EVERY MY.
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America: A Nation In Denial
by Ron Daniels___________
The tragic assault on the
Columbine High School in
Littleton, CO, by two hate-

citizens of Littleton and

filled students has sent
shock waves throughout this
nation. Twelve students and

hood^)? After all, the resi
dents of the Littletons of this
country fled the inner-cities

a teacher were gunned down
by two members of a clique

seeking the comfort, qui
etude and security of subur

America

(727) 896-2922

♦ ♦♦♦♦

of disgruntled and alienated

automatic guns. In the name
of the constitutionally guar

was decimated by a devas
tating bomb blast leaving

anteed 'right to bear arms',
ordinary citizens, including
young people, are storing
arsenals and walking and
riding through the streets of

massive human carnage in
its wake, the word went out
to scour the land for some
'middle eastern looking' ter
rorists. The terror brewing

packing potent
guns, some of

bia. But herein lies the key
to understanding why such a

burnings have had their day
in the headlines of a profitdriven media, so no one

seemed to notice. They were'

knows or much cares that
one hundred and fourteen
black churches burned in
America last year.

ban homes, but no one
seemed to notice. They
hated blacks and other peo
ple of color who were

from within was not selfevident to a nation which is

America is in denial
about police brutality. White

among the targets of their
vengeance, but no one

which are only suited for
warfare. America has the

also in denial about racism,
sexism, anti-Semitism and

America would not have
believed that the police

seemed to notice. They were
like rejected, dejected, hate-

highest per capita rate of
deaths from guns of any of

filled, violent time bombs

rible toll from this violent
assault was fifteen dead,

for the prosperous suburban
havens in this nation. There

the industrial democracies
in the world.

homophobia. For years a
rack of black church burn
ings was occurring through
out this nation undetected

unmercifully beat Rodney

committed suicide. The ter

tragedy could shatter the
illusion of safety/security

MEMBER

scores wounded and hun

is no hiding place from the

Violence fills the 'flicks'

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

dreds scarred, some perhaps

ills and injustices of this

we view for entertainment.

because the media and
politicians were blind to that

permanently, by the psycho
logical trauma of being

nation. America's steadfast

Cartoons are funny, but
many of them are violent,

which was unfolding before

very violent. And, all one

Published by
,

3

Cleveland Johnson

Shirley Morgan................................................Office Manager

Bill Blackshear................................ North Central Florida
...................................................................................Business Manager

The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
[T1an; regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

V
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NN PA FEATURE

Child
Watch
BY

Marian Wright '
. Edelman

Following
Philadelphia' s
Example

teenagers called the Trench
Coat Mafia'. Then the killers

much of middle America, is
how could this tragedy take
place in 'our' neighbor

'pieces',

ready to explode, but in

each and every year in this

notice.

country, but white folks

don't believe it's happening.

How could it happen in
the Littletons of America? It

their very eyes-an epidemic

Abner Louima knows it's

can and will happen because

true. Amadou Diallo didn't
live to tell about it...white

America is in denial about
its violent, racist, sexist,

little frustration is play your

of racially motivated church
burnings carried out by
white supremacist organiza

favorite video game where

tions and individuals bent

cops beating and killing
black people while white

anti-Semitic, homophobic,
materialistic and exploita

on preserving the virtues of
'western civilization'-values

folks refuse to see. America

tive culture. It can happen
because decent people

like white male dominance

this society.

unwilling witnesses to an
unthinkable act of human

refusal to face and own up
to the many maladies which
plague this society, Ameri

rage. This unconscionable
act did not take place in one

ca's denial of its sickness
and sins is leading to fatal

of America's desolate inner-

you can rack-up a ton of

city ghettos, or in a barren

consequences like the hei
nous slaughter in Littleton.

barrio or wretched reserva
tion. This deliberate crime

America is in denial
about the proclivity for vio

America is in denial about
its violent nature.

against humanity was com
mitted in the 'safe' and 'se

lence ingrained in the cul
ture of this nation and the

cure' environment of an
affluent suburban neighbor

corrosive effects of violence

ger of violence prone, hate

on civil society. The United

groups, militias and neo-fas

hood.
Therefore, the question

States is awash in guns-lit-

cist organizations in this

tle guns, media sized guns,

troubling the well-healed

big guns, automatic, semi

need do today to work off a

kills to salve your emotions.

The two young men

refuse to see what's happen
ing before their very eyes.

America is in denial

hegemony. Not surprisingly,

about the existence and dan

even the U.S. government

who went on a killing spree
in Littleton, CO, were poi

And, as long as America is
in denial, there will be no

was/is blind to the conspira
cy to bum black churches by

soned by the maladies in
American society that peo

cure for the tragedies that
this nation is too blind to see

ple refuse to see or acknowl

coming.

country. When the federal

white supremacist groups
using the strategy of 'leader-

building in Oklahoma City

less

protestant

resistance'.

Church

bv Junious Ricardo Stanton

deem ideal a reality. We have

ment and life.

marketability or better pre

must be willing to do some
thing differently. There are

tion, hesitancy and inaction
maintains the status quo.

Appropriate actions bring

tion both positively and nega

many elements in any rela
tionship, as in life over which
we have no direct control. We
have to accept that, and if
these elements are the deter
mining factors in the overall
quality of the relationship,
job, partnership, etc., we have
to decide whether or not we

tively. Do not place blame

wish to continue.

endeavor I have ever under

discernment, locomotion and

Community Crusade for Children (BCCC). They offer

taken is responsibility for my

summer options to youth ages five-18 who may otherwise
be idle, intellectually under challenged, unsupervised,

own life. It's hard and worth

the ability to fashion a world
of our choosing. If we desire

deciding that you deserve bet
ter and realizing, "if it is to be,
it is up to me". What are your

goals. Take some kind of con
crete action that will improve
your situation. If you are in a

unsafe or unfed. I want you to know more about them and

Each of us has an obliga

goals, what do you want out
of life? A new job, your own
business, mutually rewarding
relationships, peace of mind?
What will it take to make
your dreams and goals real?
Dreams remain just that until
we believe they are achiev
able, have the faith, take the

toxic or unsatisfying relation
ship, step back and examine
the dynamics as objectively
as possible. Look at what you
have contributed to the situa

it." LeVar Burton

the country serving more than 2,100 children. This sum

most life-affirming thing we

mer, we expect 43 sites will serve over 3,000 children.

can do is to think and believe

Through an activity-based reading curriculum and a superb

we deserve the best that life

health, prosperity, positive
and loving friends, success
and fulfillment, we can have
them. Of course they won't
come by mere dint of our
imagination, they will only
manifest in our lives when we

collection of books, children spend summer hours with

has to offer. If the conditions

are willing to commit the

needed to make our lives

time, energy and effort to

tion to make of our lives the

best that they can be. And, the

what we envision them to be

ual identities and talents. The Children's, Defense Fund

do not exist, it is up to us to

(CDF) and the BCCC provide training and support to staff

manifest them. Taking re

child development, conflict resolution and leadership

development.
The Freedom School program model is unique in that
it serves two generations of young people-the students
enrolled in the program and the college-aged adults or 'ser

vant-leaders' who staff it. Throughout the summer, collegeaged adults act as teachers, role models and mentors and
are responsible for the day-to-day care of the children.

Experienced adults and seasoned veterans serve as spon
sors and administrators to the individual programs, provid
ing guidance, leadership and support to the servant-leaders
throughout the summer.
In a new expansion of one city's Freedom Summer
1999, the school district of Philadelphia will operate eight

Freedom School sites throughout the city serving 700 chil
dren. David Hornbeck, superintendent of Philadelphia's

schools, has appointed Kenneth Holdsman, director of
Service Learning for the school district, to organize and
provide oversight for this new collaboration. Using the

highly successful Freedom School model as a foundation,
the school district is coordinating a city-wide youth leader
ship development initiative that will employ 140 high
school students as 'junior servant-leaders', working along

side 70 college-aged servant-leaders to provide assistance
with daily activities, planning, and classroom management.
A certified teacher will be assigned to each site to provide
instruction and project assessment. Children who are en

rolled in the program and successfully complete the sum
mer will receive academic credit. The junior and college-

aged servant-leaders serving the sites will receive a stipend
for their participation.
Philadelphia's college-aged adults will join others from
across the country at the Ella Baker Child Policy Training
Institute convened at the former Alex Haley Farm in Clin

ton, TN, and the University of Tennessee-Knoxville June
13-20,1999. A separate training session will be conducted

for the junior servant-leaders May 13-16,1999, at the farm.
Comprehensive training has been designed to ensure that
the junior servant-leaders will have an understanding of the
Freedom School concept and vision.
This collaborative effort will ensure that three genera
tions of children-school-aged, high school and collegeaged-will be safe this summer. They will have a high-qual
ity summer experience, 210 new servant-leaders commit

ted to their community and each will emerge under the

Philadelphia School District’s leadership and guidance.
This Freedom School and High School Youth

Leadership Initiative is a city-wide partnership with the
Mayor's Children and Families Cabinet, the Department of
Human Services, the Private Industry Council and the

School District of Philadelphia. I would love to see more

cities across the country follow this model.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

edge. They were devotees of
Adolph Hitler, but no one

Take Responsibility For Your Life

I've written in this space before about Freedom
Schools, an educational enrichment program of the Black

on supervision and management, the reading curriculum,

is in denial, and it is killing

vogue, no one seemed to

Christian

and

pare you to achieve your

history and culture and discover and develop their individ

the

America, where denial is in

How do you do it? By

positive images and role models, gain a sense of their own

in

live on video tape. There are
hundreds of Rodney Kings

faculties of imagination, will,

Last year, Freedom Schools operated at 32 sites across

bombs

garages of their plush subur

King, but it was captured

"The most worthwhile

tell you what is planned for this summer.

building

sponsibility for one's own life

is the most empowering activ
ity a person can engage in.
We are creative beings,

who have the power to 'call
forth things that be not as

though they were', to envision
and work to make the condi

tions and environment that we

make them real.
Self-actualization is not
magic, it requires thought,
diligence and hard work. Are
you dissatisfied with the qual
ity of your life? Are you in a
rut? Do you wish you were
somewhere else doing some
thing different? Are you in a
toxic or unfulfilling relation
ship? Then take responsibility
for your happiness, fulfill-

either on yourself or your

If we decide to sever the

courage to believe our lives

partner. Just evaluate the situ

relationship, partnership or

are important and have intrin

initiative and gamer the sup

ation for what it is. Then ask

quit the job, we can either do

port and assistance required

yourself, "Can this relation

it abruptly or gradually after

sic value. Breaking old
thought patterns is difficult,

ship be salvaged?" If so, what

we have made preparations to

but it must be done to become

If you are in a dead-end

needs to be done to improve

find another job, return to

an

job, one you know is going
nowhere, you must do some
thing differently to improve
your lot. Enroll in a class,
attend seminars, workshops
and job fairs. Start reading the
want ads, network, take train

it? If the answer is no, then

school, relocate or distance

Challenging stereotypes, con

your options are pretty clear.
You have to determine a way
to end it. If it can be revital
ized, ask yourself what will it
take to accomplish that and

ourselves psychologically and

fronting and overcoming bar
riers, both self-imposed and
externally erected, is an ardu
ous task, but it must be done
if we are to manifest our
genetic potential and possibil

to make them real.

ing that will enhance your

decide what you are willing to
do to make it happen. You

emotionally from the relation

ship.

Whichever

way

we

decide to do it, we must do
something-we must act on

our own behalf.

Indecision, procrastina-

U.S. Focus: Why Kosovo, Not
Rwanda?---------------------------

After

dents of Kogali when the

in Rwanda took place about

Each time I look at the
coverage of Kosovo and its

humanize the African story
in the way it is doing minute

Tutsis and moderate Hutus.
If, however, the 'global

genocide began on April 6th

50 years after the Holocaust.
Yet, the very UN that -was

have happened if the media
had cared about the victims
of the Rwandan slaughter.
Would we really be able

to locate Kosovo on a map,
if the media weren't there to

minute

in

Eastern

capital.
It demonstrates that oth
ers, in addition to the

when it did.
The authors show in
painful detail that the
international bodies

carnage could happen there

Rwandans, have blood on
their hands. The book also
chronicles, for example,
how the United Nations

the warnings that another

makers blinded by race?
White

all over again?
A new book by John A.

faces, not mere numbers?

House lecture featuring
Holocaust survivor Elie

Berry and Carol Pott Berry
can help us understand

Assistance Mission for
Rwanda (UNAMIR) pulled

Wiesel, President Clinton
used the occasion to explain

Rwanda, the colonial hand

out of the country at the
height of the massacre and

addition to the international
relief

organizations

and

of the Belgians that help lay

had

lice Department, we conclude

that Chief Goliath Davis is im

plementing recommendations
suggested

by

Revision 7.
Additionally, according to

been warned of the dangers
ahead in Rwanda and had 35

the UCR Crime Trend Analysis

years to watch the internal

has decreased 6.6 percent and

eruptions that set the stage

for genocide there.
They warn that if the
international
community

for 1996 -1999 citywide crime

in the Challenge 2001 Area

crime has decreased 2.8 per
cent. The referenced informal
survey of the community re
vealed that the majority of peo
ple feel that the police are

Rwanda and its neighbor

much more courteouys, coop

At his conclusion, a

left thousands of defenseless
women and children as 'the

Rwandan woman rose to
describe the slaughter in her

and the Hutus and why the
world power organizations

hostages of the killers'.
Writes Thomas Kami-

Burundi, another massacre
could happen again. And if

looked the other way. En

lindi, a journalist, "When

it does, I wonder if the

We have concluded that

community

the numerous allegations made

keep me wondering what
would have happened if we

such intimate, probing cov

land, that sounded very

erage in Rwanda.
What if the cameras had

much like the ethnic cleans
ing and rape that is going on

a

shown us tears and families

erative and citizens are being

treated with dignity and re
spect.

the UNAMIR withdrew the

international

Memory',

country became a veritable

will get away with sitting on

(Howard University Press),

jungle. People who knew

its hands, supporting a non

unfounded.

and let us know about the

in Kosovo.
In April 1994, 300 peo

it presents both the experi

intervention policy

wholeheartedly

dreams for the future that

ple were killed every hour

ences of genocide survivors

they were going to be killed
and had money went as far

had been interrupted by

for 100 days and between
500,000 and one million

and an examination of the
cycle of violence and im

as to pay their killers to
shoot them, preferring the

died in the space of only

punity which eventually led

tims, the kind of food they

three months. Yet, the re
sponse from the United

to genocide. Contributors to
the book include journalists,

bullet to being hacked to
death. People were saying at

ate, the kind of jobs they

States, the Organization of

members of the Rwandan

send their soldiers to die

held?
Instead,

African Unity, the United

government, soldiers from

without a good reason. Why

the

Patriotic

didn't the UN consider the

mass butchers? What if we
knew the names of the vic

titled: 'Genocide in Rwanda,
Collective

Rwandan

the UN that they couldn't

often

Nations and the Catholic

what we saw of the geno
cide in Rwanda were fleet

Church, which is deeply in

Army,

Nations

people of Rwanda to be part

volved in the affairs of

experts and ordinary men

of the humanity they are

ing images of bloated bodies

Rwanda, was not to help

going over Victoria Falls,

prevent the massacre of

and women.
The Berrys were resi-

bound to protect?"
Ironically the genocide

most

Brown's

the foundation for ethnic
hatred between the Tutsis

U.S. policy on intervention.

machetes in the hands of

the

Commission dated June 1998

does not keep an eye on

NATO all working together,

had been blanketed with

along with an informal survey

crashed near Kolgali, the

help Rwanda? And why
aren't the news media pub

carrying Rwandan and
Burundi heads of State

ensure that the masses of
refugees are shown as real
The media's role, in

Retreat Response Commission,

cerning the St. Petersburg Po

in

licly agonizing over this ter
rible omission and needing

recent

tions of the Police Department

of South Side residents con

intervene

Clinton White House treated

a

of 1998 and the recommenda

it would never happen
again, did not try to stop it

can

Europe, why couldn't they

At

the

created in part to ensure that

cops'

Europe.
The difference between
how the media and the
Rwanda versus Kosovo pre
sents a nagging question.
Are U.S. foreign policy

studying

Neighborhood Policing Report

hundreds of thousands of

by

ities.

Dear Editor:

but never did the media

after the presidential aircraft

being.

empowered

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR

bv Barbara Reynolds

suffering refugees, I can't
help but wonder what would

about change. During slavery
and the period of peonage fol
lowing Reconstruction, many
of our ancestors took the risk
and made plans to leave, to go
somewhere else rather than
remain in dehumanizing,
adverse or stifling conditions.
We must have the

United

after

intervening in Kosovo?

by the PBA and its leadership
to date have all been proven

Therefore,

we

support

our

Police Chief and we encourage
the greater St. Petersburg com

WE
WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

munity to support him as well.

Phillipians 4:8 "Finally,

brethren, whatsoever things are
true, whatsoever things are
honest, whatsoever things are

just,

whatsoever things are

pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are

of good report; if there be any
virtue, and if there be any
praise, think on these things."

Dr. Lewis W. Edwards

Rev. Dee Graham
Rev. Canady
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The GHS Class Of ’68 Hosts Oldies But Goodies Sock Hop
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Gibbs High School Class of
1968 hosted a Spring Sock
Hop that thrilled die crowd

widi an array of songs from the
60s to the 80s. DJ. Johnstone
kept the crowed on their feet
with music played by Junior

Walker and the All Stars as
well as Gladys Knight and the
PIPS.
The GHS Class of ‘68

extends their appreciation to
the St Petersburg and sur

rounding communities for
their continued support during
the past years.
Also, members

Freda

Davis and Valerie Bennett

Williams celebrated their birth
day with family members and
friends from the class of ‘68.

HAVEA
NICE
DAY!!

TRUE IDENTITY, INC

V.'nt*

A Contemporary African-American Gift Store

r

True Identity offers a variety of services and products
that some of your larger department stores offer

k

and much more - at better prices!

PRODUCTS

Gifts for your family, friends, co-workers and church family.
Figurines and home decorations at affordable prices

Calendars for office, home or church
Books - educational, Christian, children and pleasure
Framed Art at unbeatable pricesjto fit any decor

*

Ladies Fashions for work, pleasure Qr.church

Gibbs Class Of

Greeting Cards for any occasion or holiday
Much, Much More - Come see for yourself. Bring a friend.

1968 Will Present
Scholarship
Awards------------ST. PETERSBURG-The

GHS Class of 1968 has select

ed five graduating high school

SERVICES
Book Readers Club
Fashion Shows for church and community events

Custom Design Tee Shirts for reunions, church or business
Ticket Outlet for church and community events
Catalogue Service for art, books and wedding invitations

Bernadette Witcherd (Gibbs)

A Positive Image for our community

and Michael Allen (Gibbs).

A Percentage of your dollars spent go back to the community

This

event

has

been

seniors as recipients of their
1999 scholarship awards.

planned for Wednesday, May

The honorees are: Sean
Childs (Boca Ciega), Deanna

Davis Center. The community

George (Lakewood), Keesha
Dunbar
(Lakewood),

enjoy this event with us.

26th at 7:30 pan at the Enoch
is welcome to come out and

2824 - 54th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 867-4940
Albertsons Center

941 E. Memorial Blvd.
Lakeland, FL
(941) 687-2278
Town Center

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
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Do You Remember

l

With FHA's new

higher

loan limits,

you can buy your
dream home

z Shear Essence
, aCaiaract &
^Laser Institute
‘Excellence... with love’

How's, that for a housewarming gift?

TOTAL HAIR CARE
fato Cm t
fa&wnitiy, fo tftM, you

Considering Cataract Surgery
In Need of Diabetic Eye Care
Physicians Specializing In:
No Stitch Cataract Surgery

Diabetic Retinopathy

Diseases of the Vitreous & Retina
Glaucoma Treatment Macular Degeneration

Intraocular Lens Implantation
Pager Eye Treatment

"

Since 1934 we've helped over 26 million Americans get into new
homes. And starting this year, HUD can help you get a home loan for

CMKiHfy fo

I up to $208,800. Be sure to check with your lender to find out what
**** , \ the FHA-insured loan limits are in your area. We can also help you

Extension Weaving and Braiding

with any questions you might have. Just call 1 -800-HUDS-FH A and ask

t/nudcC

for our free 100 Questions and Answers brochure. It'll tell you how

328-7189
328-7289

to get an FHA loan for as little as 3% down. How to choose the right^^^^

lender. How to prepare yourself for the homebuying process,

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

And much more. In fact, if you're looking for a home, it's all

"1 £

the information you need.
HUD and FHA are on your side.

For your appointment call:

1-800-282-9905 ext 2275
43309 U.S. Highway 19 N., Tarpon Springs

www.stlukeseye.com

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT 7 AM-8
- WALK-INS WELCOME -

ft
»•J k I -AHBUCA

OPPORTUNITY
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Weed And Seed Grant Sponsors
’Rites Of Passage’ College Tour

Mrs. Jesse Jackson
hunger and famine; returning

tion to the Israeli/Palestinian

five loving children and the

to launch a massive fund-rais

conflict. Now the world has

ing drive to aid that country,

seen the light
Throughout the 1984 and
1988 Presidential campaigns,

blessed grandmother of a
delightful grandson.

several events of the Westcoast

she actively worked and trav
elled extensively across Amer

Women’s
International
Growth Conference from

ica, “Keeping Hope1 Alive”
and helping Rev. Jackson to

Thursday, May 20th through
Sunday, May 23rd. The Holi

win over 7 million votes in the
Presidential primaries.

day Inn Longboat Key is the
conference headquarters.

The recipient of numerous

For more information or to
obtain tickets please call the

ST. PETERSBURG-The
Childs Park Neighborhood

while organizing and founding

Family Center, Inc. “Rites of

the

Passage Project” highlighted

AFRICARE Through these

it’s Spring Session with a lead-

efforts, hundreds of thousands
of dollars were raised for food,
medicine and proper water
treatment facilities.

ership/educational tour to Tal
lahassee, Florida on May 14

and 15th.
On board for this excur
sion were thirty-six (36) partic

from pg. 1

Chicago

Chapter

of

ipants and chaperones who

As First Lady of Operation
PUSH, Mrs. Jackson had the
vision and foresight in 1978, to

expe rienced an excit ing 2 days

visit and meet with Palestinian

that will forever impact their 11
lives. This group of (17) males

leader Yassir Arafat, on a mis

sion to discuss a peaceful solu

awards, and a renowned

The luncheon is just one of

speaker in her own right, Mrs., Westcoast
Jackson’s proudest achieve 365-754.
ment is being the mother of

Center at (941)

and (8) females ranging in

Ebony Scholars

ages from (10-14+) were guest

at the all new Microtel Inns

from pg. 1

and Suites. Over the past 4
weeks, participants attended

by maintaining good grades

Lakewood

School,

Tracee Simpson, Lakewood

throughout their high school

Natasha Gray, St Petersburg

workshops that equipped them
with the ‘The Keys to Suc

career.

High School, Ayele Hunt, St

Reginald
Roundtree,
Channel 10 News Anchor will

Petersburg High School,
Rachael Palmer, Lakewood
High School, Layron Parker,
St Petersburg High School,
Chauntel Porter, St Petersburg
High School, LaVonda Reio,

High School, Lisa Monet
Smith, St. Petersburg High
School, Marilyn Smith, Pinel

cess”. This program’s focus is

introduce the students being
honored and their parents.
This year’s Ebony Schol

centered around Character a
Development for the entire

family.

•

Our visit to the “Mighty
Rattler” (FAMU) aroused the

ars Honorees and their high
schools are: Tamika Bennett,
Gibbs High School, Michael

m

minds and souls of this impres

Davis, Lakewood High
School, Janice Scott Ealy,

sionable group. We were
greeted by our Tour Guides,
Mr. Johnny McLaskier and

High

St Petersburg High School,
Shara Senior, St. Petersburg
High School, Jovan Sills, St
Petersburg High School,

Chief Cleared

staff (students). We visited the

dorms and other common
areas after a but tour of the
campus. The visit was culmi

response to efforts to build
economic development in the
black community: ‘This is an
effort to push back history, to

nated with a soul stirring,
exciting motivational speech
from Mr. Bill McCray, Direc
tor of Community Activities
and Volunteer Services at the
University. Mr. McCray

las Park High School, Lisa M.
Vinson, St Petersburg High
School, and Jake Walker, Boca

Ciega High School.
For ticket information con
tact Vyrle Davis at (727) 3272027 or Frances Williams
(727)327-9869.

from pg. 1

defeat economic development
and regain the old system of
police containment.” Their
efforts will not succeed.

Yeshitela vowed. “Economic
development is the way for
ward.”

For less than $220 per mouth,
1 get all this and more!”

shared a dynamic message of
hope, encouragement and
challenge which enlightened 1

the students of the vast oppor- *
tunities and rich history of

i

Florida A&M University.
The remainder of the trip
included a tour of the Florida

State University campus and
the historical State Capitol

building.
The spring session (spon
sored by Weed and Seed) will
conclude with Workshop IV
entitled “Giving Back”, sched
uled for June 5,1999. Special

registration for the summer
session will begin in June. For

• A spacious apartment
24 Hour staffing and emergency

information on how you can
become involved in seeking

* A delicious meal served daily

response system

MLF

out and promoting the “Excel

available: laundry facilities,
housekeeping optional, spacious
activity areas, optional meals
A/so

lence” in our community,
please
contact
Debra

Woodard, Rites of Passage
Director at either (727) 321-

TOWERS

MLF Towers is a private, non-profit, rental-assisted retirement center,
where every7 move in is. a MOVE UP!

0670 or 823-3241.

Call us at 823-1575*540- 2nd Ave- S.

A Customer Favorite Is Back
OAK BROOK, ILL -

available for a recommended
price of $2.49 while supplies

last, with the purchase of any

includes:*Freckles the Leopard
•Spunky the Cocker Spaniel
•Strut the Rooster, ‘Stretchy

regularly priced menu item. A
portion of proceeds form the

the Ostrich, ‘Antsy the
Anteater, ‘Rocket the Blue Jay,

four teenie Beanie Babies
International Bears will go to

•Nuts the Squirrel, • ‘Nook the
Husky, ‘Smoochy the Frog,

sively created for McDonald’s
this year’s Ty teenie Beanie

Ronald McDonald House

Babies promotion features 12

McDonald’s and Ty have

•Iggy the Iguana, *Claude the
Crab and ‘Chip the Cat
Four Ty teenie Beanie

all new teenie Beanie Babies

committed to contributing at

Babies International Bears will

based on the immensely popu
lar full-sized original Ty

least $4 million to Ronald
McDonald House Charities

be available at McDonald’s
starting June 4,1999.

Beanie Babies. And, for the

from the purchase of the four

first time ever, a special edition

teenie Beanie Babies Interna
tional Bears. For more infor

Ty Inc, is the largest manu
facturer and marketer of plush

McDonald’s most popular

Happy Meal program of all
timeTy teenie Beanie Babies
is back at McDonald’s starting

on May 21 at participating
restaurants nationwide. Exclu

of four Ty teenie Beanie

Babies International Bears will
also be offered to customers.
This year, the Ty teenie
Beanie Babies program will be

Charities.

mation about Ronald McDon
ald House Charities call
630/623-7048 or write to
Ronald McDonald House

divided into two, two-week

Charities, One Kroc Drive,

promotions. During the first

Oak Brook, IL 60523.

two-week period, from May
21 to June 3, the program will

McDonald’s collection of
Ty teenie Beanie Babies

work as in the past years. One
of 12 Ty teenie BEanie Babies

will be available, while sip-

plies last, nat no additional
charge with a Happy Meal or

17, participating McDonald’s
will offer fourTy teenie Beanie

include a full line of plush, Pil

low Pals, Attic Treasures,
Beanie Buddies, as well as the

collectible Beanie Babies. Ty
products are sold in finer retain
stores and are easily recogniz
able by the red Ty heat logo.

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

21 Years

SRIB
MASTER
1100 - 16th Street South
822-S7OO

Drive-Thru • Carry Out
Is Our

Star 16
Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available

Business" ■

1605 - 18th Avenue South

896-6789
Car Wash & Western Union
Park FREE and Get Your Car
Washed & Waxed for $24.95

featuring

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995

and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe

Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly

Mr. Mike's Gourmet Foods, Inc.

For Advertising Call

6553 - 46th St. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

1-727-402-3333

Fax:

1-727-520-8765

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S./St. Pete, FL 33711

Babies International Bears

<

hour*

RED’S
SNAKSHAK
1701 - 16th Street South
Fine Food • Quick Service • Low Prices

Open 10:30 a.m. 'til 3 a.m.
“Home of the Big Red Burger and the Best
Tasting, Cheapest Chicken in Town’

$ Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift Ideas
Grocery Stores
Gas Stations
& Much, Much More

Take-Out Only

3 BROTHERS
GROCERY & DELI
Meats and Groceries

Breakfast To Go

1040 - 16th Street South.

1600

Growing Business District In
Town

Computerized Accounting &
Bookkeeping Systems
1601 - 16th St. S. • 894-0511-623-7910
KENNETH WELCH, Accountant MBA
Home -864-9720

b

-18th Avenue South

S/zop H zZ/z The Fastest

WELCH ACCOUNTING
and TAX SERVICE

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Pager:

Whappy

Every Friday 5-8 p.m.

1795 - 16th Street South
894-3258

327-9792

Phone: 1-727-520-1888

896 -1066

xg/

CONNIE'S
BAR-B-QUE

"Mr. Mike or Mrs. Mike"

«
«
B

SPOTLITES
1536 - 1 6th Street So.

HOLMES PARAGON SERVICES

Inspirations.

sold separately with the pur
chase of any regularly priced

menu item.
Then, from June 4 to June

toys worldwide. Ty products

Black Owned &
Operated

1

16TH STREET
•BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION
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iet hip to

teenie ©@3C/QS©K©QS§"corning to McDonald's on May 21

Stop by any participating McDonald's*, buy a Happy Meal and be the

first on your block to get turned on to the fun of sharing

teenie Beanie Babies ™ with your Vids. You might collect old CD's, but

both you AND your kids will enjoy collecting teenie Beanie Babies™.
You can also get teenie Beanie Babies ™for a special price
with any regularly priced menu item.
Collect ail 12, then wait for your kids to ask,

"what took you so long?1'*

*While supplies last. Limits apply ask for details at participating McDonald’s.

Beanie Babies® plush toys are available at finer stores.© 1999 McDonald’s Corporation

Ronaid McDonald
House Charities

7
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Wendy’s Gives Back

Ocala.
News

her to murder.

From Page. 1

Light
Of The
World

by James Thorpe

The St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Chureh-MonUique will
observe their annual Dual’s

Day program. It will be held
on Sunday, May 23,1999. The
women’s program will take

place at 11 ajn. and die men’s

Hopewell and Pleasant View.

Thursday night, May 27 at

May 16
Stacia Frederick May 20th
Dorothy Taylor
May 28th

•Friday afternoon, May

happens, we fold our hands to

keep from extending them to
help. Often times, silence is

ner will be served.

consent and the murders keep
happening and the funerals are

•Friday night, 7:30 pm.
Rev. Alvin Newmones and

Baptist Association

Mary E. Strickland, Sis. Gloria
Drye and Sis. Sinteria Hamil

vene at the United Missionary

ton.

Baptist Church, Reddick Flori

da with Rev. Nathaniel E.

Each church is asked to
register with $5.00

Rawls during May 26 - 30,

•Saturday, May 29,1999

1999.
Officers are: Rev. J. H

Strickland, President; Rev.

at 9:00 am. Quarterly Session
of the Association to convene
at Christian Education Center,

Rcibert Hamilton, Vice Presi

1105 N.W. 4th Street in Ocala

dent; Sis. Mary L Archer,
secretary, Sis. Deloris Collier,
Asst. Secretary and Rev. Allen
Waters, Congress Advisor.
•On Wednesday night,

•Sunday, May 30, 1999
9:30 am. Sunday School;
Local Superintendent in
charge; 11:00 am., Rev.
Joseph H Strickland: Alter

May 26 at 7:30 pm. the host
church, Youth Choir will be in

nate, Rev. Robert Hamilton;
and 3:00 pm services with Dr.

choirs from United, Canaan,

Greater

New

meant when he wrote that line

acts. We write murder when
we harbor fugitives from the
law. We write and co-conspire
murder when we know full
well what is going to happen
and we do nothing or after it

Kingcade with questions and
answers; 4:15-5:00, Church
Administration, Dr. Fred
Maeweathers, Sr. with ques
tions and answers; 5:00-5:30
Church Etiquette, Rev. Royal
L. Lawrence/questions and
answers and at 6:00 p.m Din

Rev. SJ. Brown.
Missionary March: Sister

this is what the songwriter

how she and the baby lay
together in the casket at Sum
mers Funeral Home. We sim

when we refuse to speak out
against these heinous criminal

3:30, Enrollment; 3:45-4:15,
Bible Expositor, Rev. Willie

Auxiliary To The
Second Bethlehem

keep cxi dying. (I don’t think

souls.
Yes, we write murder

continually scheduled.
Roberta Johnson and her
unborn child were murdered in

will be in charge: Alternate,

charge of the program. Youth

"Fightings within and fears
without*’ and black people just

ized body. People talked about

each other. God forgive us and
may God have mercy on our

congregation from Siloam
Missionary Baptist Church

The Association will con

because we have become a
detriment to each other.

officials discovered her pulver

write in Ocala, lately. If it’s not
the cops killing us, then we kill

sionary Baptist Church will be
in charge of the program.
Alternate, Rev. Bruce Chat

28th: 3:00 p.m. Devotion;

May 16th
Corey Wesley Watson

That statement still rings true

in Ocala

der seems to be the ticket we

from Temple of Grace Mis

both services.
Rev. EE. Chisholm Pastor
ti*,*******

May 14th
Cindy Green-

Our Only Hope of Glory.”

Murder and Treason

Murder she wrote? Mur

Kingcade and congregation

man.

Jackie Thornton
May 7th
Betty Atkins

theme “The Black Male: An
Endangered Species/Christ:

By Daniel Banks

program at 3:30 p.m You are
all cordially invited to attend

May Birthdays

Earlier this year, Idid a
series of articles around the

Ocala a few weeks ago and
buried in a shallow grave until

ply say “What a pity,” and no

one comes forth with any

information on the killer.
Otis McBride was recently
killed during an apparent
drive-by shooting near War

Memorial Auditorium on
Fourth Street. The prime sus
pect according to police
reports in newspapers and on
TV is Quentin Roberts, who at

to “Just As I Am”, which we

dryly sing eveiy Sunday).
Let us resolve to stop the
killing Ocala! Every citizen is
responsible for this end. Rea

son with your family mem
bers. Show them how murder
is not the way. Do you not
know that we are facing real
genocide? Avery recent article

of mine was entitled, “Jesus

press time has apparently van

On Incarceration. ” It gave a
step by step account of how to
avoid going to prison by sim

ished. This is Ocala, for heav

ply agreeing with your adver

en’s sake; not South Central
LA! THE SIXTH COM
MANDMENT IS “THOU

sary quickly. Don’t let angry

feelings simmer, because they

SHALT NOT KILL!” Exo

will lead to murder and treason
against your neighbor. It will

dus 20:13.
When will we rise up

bring to you prison time or

against this, after all our sons

state execution.
Look to God and keep the

and daughters are dead? Dear peace. I implore you!
God, deliver Ocala from the
hatred and vexation that causes

Marion County Commission Extends
Ban On All Outdoor Burning---------‘ OCALA - Because the
overall drought conditions

Board of County Commis
sioners has extended the

burning of any kind for an
additional period of seven (7)

continue to present a severe
threat of wildfires to lives and
property or residents in Marion
County, the Marion County

declared state of local emer
gency pursuant to Chapter
252, Florida statues, which
imposes a ban on all outdoor

days (May 18 thru May 25).
All residents and visitors to
Marion County are strongly
encouraged to suppport this

ban and report any smoke or
fire they observe immediately
by calling 911.
Any person violating this

order is guilty of a misde
meanor of the second degree.

Eugene F. Broxton: alternate,

Mis. Reginald Snow.

Bethel,

Scenes From The Orange Blossom
Cosmetologist Convention-------------

PEOPLE WHO M
HMM
PE

The leading cause of death among our

get the chance to do - grow up.

Black youth is homicide. Gang membership

and gun possession continue to be on the
rise. According to Hugh Price, the dynam
ic leader of the National Urban League,
this is an issue that must be tackled head on.
By making young peoplethe focus of his •

agenda, Price, the NUL and its 114 affiliates
are trying to get our kids off the streets so

they can do what so many others may not

Anheuser-Busch supports the National
Urban League, just as we support other

. educational and cultural programs, com

munity projects and the development of

minority businesses.
At Anheuser-Busch, we’re committed to a
better quality of life.
n

For everyone.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
companies

© 1998 Anheuser-Busch Companies. Inc
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' Community
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'
Plays Key Role
W] Society In
' Ocala ■
bV

Florence Williams Ray
Missionary Day Celebrated

Brown at (352) 629-8551 or

at New Zion

Rosalie Cauthen at (352) 245-

The twentieth Annual Mis
sionary Day celebration at

5552 for more information.
**********

New Zion was held on Sun
day, May 16,1999. The theme
for the occasion was “The

Church Refocusing on Bibli
cal Principles.”
Dr. Broxton presided over
the morning worship. Selec

tions were rendered by the
Mass Choir; Welcome and

Consumer Credit

Workshop

day, June 15,1999 fiom 6:30r
7:30 pm. at the Ocala Public
Library.
Nita Nelson of the Con

ren, pastor of Fust Bethel Bap
tist Church of Dunnellon,

danger signs of debt problems.

Florida

David Worden, Information
Services Coordinator, for more
information.

Call 629-8551 and ask for

lude by the choir, Devotional

*C*t*C3**t*t*E*C]**C

services by visiting Deacons;
Welcome and Occasion by

Summer Recreation Sites

Operation hours for sum

Sister Oreatha Broxton; Pre

mer recreation programs at

sentation by the young people
department. The Word was

Ward Highlands Elementary
School, Old Reddick-Collier

delivered by Rev. L. S.

Elementary, Community Cen
ter, East Marion Elementary

Edwards, pastor of Mt Moriah
Baptist Church, Ocala Recog

Researchers
Estimates
Rate Of
Land
Conversion
GAINESV1LLE-

Natives grumble about it
all the time - the rate at
which
Florida
land,
seemingly overnight is
transformed from pasture
to pavement, hammock to
highway, scrubland to
skyscraper.

A free workshop on “What
You Need to Know About
Credit” will be held cm Tues

announcements by Cynthia sumer Credit Counseling Ser
Wise, Pastoral Counsel. The vice of Mid-Florida, Inc. will
morning message was deliv provide tips cm budgeting, how
ered by Rev. Michael D. W- ti manage credit cards, and the

The afternoon worship ser
vice included Musical inter

UF

But how fast is it
really happening? And

does

the

Hockey. Athletic Flag Foot

ball. Card games include Uno,

Charrise Youmans. Publicity

Old Maid and Whis. Large

included Darion Tyler, Chair,

table games include Bumper
Pool, Foosball, Airless Hockey

Johnnie M. Jones and Reamuless Kyler. Decorations was by

and Ping Pong. Small table

Ethel Shields. The ushers were
Timothy Bentley, Calpumia

games include Chess, Check

Steward, Nathaniel Woods,

and Scrabble.
Tutorial help will be avail

Alice Shell and Josephine

ers, Sorry, Monopoly, Trouble

tural Sciences. “Previously, we
had only used data collected

12 to 17, who anonymously

On the individual level, the
risk factors that were measured

answered a 152-item survey,

were religious feelings, physi

such as the school environ

The Search Institute’s Profiles
on Student Life: Attitude and

cal and sexual abuse, hopeless
ness, and use of alcohol, mari

ment. If school engages them,
they are at risk.”
Perkins said schoolimprovement initiatives, such

as decreasing class size and

and

enhancing after-school activi

good guesses. The food
and resource economics

researcher specializes in
models that provide esti
mates of the rate of land
conversion from rural to
urban.
Using
population
projections and data from
aerial photography and
satellite imagery,
nolds
estimates

fo wisfo titBC

130,000 acres per year
will be converted to ur
ban uses each year.

“By contrast, Flor
ida’s urban land uses ac

million residents.
“We will continue to
see the conversion of ru

■ V

1
Value Pack - 3 Lbs. or More

Golden, Ripe

Chiquita
Bananas

Lb.
Price Without MVP Card 49$ lb.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,

places for those people to

Mountain Dew, Pepsi One

urban counties are
still important agricultur

12 Pack. 12 Oz. Cans

pm.

Jr.

Heavenly Vision Federation

$2.29

to Meet

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,

ally, too.

The Heavenly Vision Fed

perform “The Wizard of Oz”
on Saturday, June 5, 1999 at

and Citrus Counties will meet
at Greater New Bethel Mis

11:00 ajn at the Ocala Public

sionary Baptist Church on Sat
urday, May 22, 1999 at 7:30

Library and again at 2 pm. at

Join in'the fun, bring your

pm.
Everyone is invited to

family and friends to this free

attend. Deacon Douglas Smith

entertainment and great story
telling event Contact Rusty

is President The Rev. Dennis

the Belleview Public Library.

We can easily
forgive a child
who is afraid of

In the most humblest way

Oh Heavenly Father

man at Vanguard in Ocala.

To lift these weights

These days, death is easy

Above my shoulders

to come by.
Eveiy comer you turn you

Please hear my voice
as Ipray
Grant me peace ofmind
Give me courage and will,
Knowledge, power
Patience and skill.

Icometoyou
Asking that you have mercy
On your child

This is my prayer

5.5 Ounce
Assorted

Lay's
Chips

see a family in bereavement,
shouting out mournful cries.
Some say “They’re going

to a better place”.
Ahi know is that they no
longer have to run this race.
Our tears that are shed, in
memory of the dead, bring us
no relief, only sorrow and

griefr

Lb.
Price "Without MVP Card$3.99

Buy One, Get One

Great Lakes
4X4 Swiss Cheese

Lb.
Everyday Low Price

96 Oz. Assorted

Tropicana Pure Premium
Orange Juice

$1.49 EachWithout MVP Card

MVP'

BONUS
BUY

lights

$^49

Price Without MVP Card $4.39

IB

We ask God for courage

because wordly things can
make us so discouraged.
But we have faith and we
know that they’ll be brighter

Please give me the strength

My Lord,

Turkey Breast

Haggins is pastor.

Now I leave it inyour care.
Amen
Rosalyn Jones is a Fresh

Regular 99c

Slicing

when men are
afraid of the

The Prayer For Mercy
bv Rosalyn Jones
I come before you today

Regular $2.79

9

Whole Fresh Pork

Mountain Dew, Pepsi One

the dark; the
real tragedy is

Lb.

DELI-BAKERY

990

the

Full Cut
Round Steak
Shoulder
Picnic Roast

2 Liter Non-Returnable

Carolyn Porter, Matthew Bax
ter and Deacon Henry A. Tyler,

eration of Choirs of Marion

• TM

I

ral land to urban uses be
cause we will continue to
see people move to Flor
ida,”
Reynolds
said.
“There will be a need for

school.”
In Florida, many of

The Fable Factory will

money

count for 10 to 11 percent
of land area and that is

extra surprise activities. Hours
of operation will be from
Monday-Thursday, 7:30-2:00

Fable Factory to Perform

It’s funny

We fo’f

Rey
that

For any information
leading to the per
son or persons
responsible for van
dalizing the Weekly
Challenger newspa
per boxes,
Call 896-2922 with
any information.
Thank You...

positive from the environment,

tors were family support,

included Bernard Gore, Chair,

Mary Monroe, Eris Thomas,

14,922 Michigan youths, ages

addictions

REWARD

are doing well in difficult situ
ations are drawing something

Institute of Food and Agricul

from clinics or gathered on a

ties to leam social and other
skills.

are a place where kids become
engaged,” Perkins said.
“Sometimes we find kids who

parental

live, work, play and go to

Harriet McMillian, Co-Chair,

the family.

helping develop self esteem

‘Teenagers spend a lot of

tion from the questionnaire to

able to students along with

Finance

Perkins’ study involved

time in schools, and schools

used 15 categories of informa

committee

Byrd.

at suicide,” said Daniel
Perkins, a researcher in UF’s

up on the survey and that were
measured by Perkins were
divided into three categories:
individual, family and outside

among a ‘normal,’ or commu
nity, sample of adolescents.

in 1998, and roughly 673
people move to Florida
every day. The U.S. Cen
sus Bureau projects that
Florida will pass New
York as the third largest
state by 2025, with 20.7

ed Viola Hope, chair, Mary
Archie, Ethel Shields and

years, according to a national
study.

agers involved. School and
club activities are important in
and in giving them opportuni

economist John Reynolds
can hazard some pretty

broke the 15 million mark

Throw, Foosball, Bumper
Pool, Ping Pong and Airless

“Until now, we had never
taken a community-based look

dimate.

family level, the measured fac

pants must have completed K-

Free

teen suicide rate, in fact, has
nearly doubled in the last 20

there.
Risk factors that showed

juana and hard drugs. On the

5.
with

suicide is a dose third. The

important role in preventing
suicide.

ties, help schools keep teen

that one factor outside the fam
ily played a large role: school

purposes of his study, Perkins

The program committee
included Evelyn Sweet, Chair;

Program activities include

of death for adolescents, but

widespread access to schools

parental monitoring. Interest
ing to Perkins, though, was

Behavior Questionnaire. For

preter.

Tournaments

researcher has found that com
munity involvement plays an

about suicide. Michigan stu
dents were used because of the

related to suicidal behaviors

Reynolds has deter
mined that for each addi
tional person, who moves
to Florida, a half-acre of
land is converted to urban
uses. Florida’s population

Deacon Theodore Byrd, CoChair, Josephine Byrd, Lillie
Fletcher and Roberta Woods.
Hospitality committee includ

Perkins said. Accidents and
violence are the top two causes

assess the group’s thoughts

University of Florida

begin on June 1,1999 through
July 8,1999. Registration will
be on the first day of the pro
gram at each site. There will
be no pre-registration, partici

soloist; The Lord’s Prayer”,
Sister Juanita Shade, Inter

Adolescence is a time
bought with danger for teens,

post-mortem basis. Few stud
ies have assessed risk factors

expanding.

by Sister Lachetta Snowden,

GAINESVILLE - In a
study of almost 15,000 teens, a
University
of
Florida

future

what
hold?

School, Lake Weir Middle
School and Dunnellon will

nition of visitors by Sister Lil
lie Fletcher; Closing selection

In Preventing Teen Suicide

days, as mama kneels down
by the bed and prays.
We try to hold our head up
high and look upward to sky.
Praying we won’t be the

next to die.
They say there’s sweet

hellos and sad goodbyes.
But why be sad, it’s not so

bad.
We’ll all face that day
when we have to go away.

16 Ounce .
Bun Length or Meat Reg.

14-15 Ounce

Oscar
Mayer
Wieners

Cheerios or
Honey Nut
Cheerios

Reg. $1.99

100 Oz.
Asst.

12 Double Rolls or 24 Roll

Tide
Liquid
Detergent

Charmin Bath
Tissue

Buy One, Get One

FREE

Price Without MVP Card $2.99-83.19

Most Stores
OPEN 24 HOURS
V/s/f our web site at www.foodlion.com

Price Without MVP Card 2/$ 12.98

Prices in this ad effective

, W | T I F IS I
119 l20i21122l
IS | M | T
1999
123 24 25
We reserve the right to

limit quantities.

Price Without MVP Card $6.99

All Stores Accept

ATM

CARDS
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Photo Highlights Continued From PCUL s
Annual Equal Opportunity Dinner

Publix

Commemorates

Bl

a c

k

History

LONG BEFORE IT WAS FOUMD IN CALIFORNIA,
AMERICANS STRUCK GOLD IN THE CAROLINAf.
W*'

■'.t J.JIIWM

arolina Gold that is! The most

production was in full

famous and prestigious rice the world

swing throughout the

has ever known.

•

X

t ft jF

South.

Cultivated in Africa

But the booming rice

since 1500 B.C., rice was

J

industry of the Carolinas

chiefly grown along the West

ended along with the Civil War. Thus

African Coast. Namely the Sierre Leone region

bringing an end to one of the key

just west of the Gold Coast. The inhabitants of

industries

this part of Africa were held in high regard for

that

their knowledge and ability to cultivate rice. A;.f

helped establish America as

So naturally, not long after the peopl

an economic power.

of Sierre Leone came to America, the

At Publix, we recognize

ancient African way of cooking rice
soon became the £ f

the important role food has
Played in Black history.

Carolina way.

*

And celebrate the cultural

And for the next

and historical significance of

Most of the Africans

planted Carolina Cold in

America hailed from the

hundred and seventy

those foods, rooted in the

years, commercial rice

African American experience.

rice lands of West Africa.

[3
I

Publix.

Where shopping is a pleasure.'

A
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
McCracken Fulfills Dream National Youth Sports Ice Skating Glides Onto
Of Kids At Campbell Park
Clearwater Beach This Summer
Program
Readies
For
Elementary
17th Year At SPJC
PETERSBURG -

ST.

CLEARWATER - Sun

sets at Pier 60 Society, Inc. has

dren’s Hospital June 8-9.

signed a letter of agreement

Some openings are still avail
able for participation in the
National Youth Sports Pro

basketball, volleyball, football,
swimming, golf, martial arts,

gram (NYSP) that will be con

science, math, drug awareness

ducted at St. Petersburg Junior
College this summer for the

17th consecutive year.

Among the activities are

There was plenty of excite

Maybe not in reality, but

yes, of course, in foe lives of
the children who were a part of
this eventful day, our team,

Tampa Bay Devil Rays won
the game and Quinton hit

many home runs - to the kids,
this all that matters.

Rays at Tropicana Field.

ment once the idea was first

brought to the principal, James
Steen. He willingly agreed that

it would be “just fantastic” to
have a “Campbell Park School

Day
at Tropicana Field”
allowing all students, teachers
and volunteers from Campbell

Park/Bay Park Partnership
Schools to take a nature cruise

across foe “catwalk” to foe ball

game.
McCracken mentors about

Ten Star AllStar Basketball
Camp —--------

and life skills. An early-morn

ing snack and free lunch are

president of Sunsets at Pier 60

od this summer, beginning on
May 26,1999, in a portion of

provided each day through the
U.S. Department of Agricul

ketball Camp. Boys and girls PA, Atlanta, GA, Bristol, VA,
ages 10-18 are eligible. Playeis Delaware, OH, Marion, IN

at Campbell Park Elementary

are selected by invitation only.

School and makes frequent
visits to the school to check on

Past participants include:

their grades, attitudes, discipli

nary problem personal prob

lems,to motivate them to stay

and Mobile. Al.

Michael Jordan, Tim Duncan,

College Basketball Schol
arships are possible for foe

Jerry Stackhouse, Grant Hill, most advanced players.
Christian Laettner, Antawn
For an evaluation form,
Jamison, Vince Carter and call (704) 372-8610 anytime.

vide them with extra curricula

activities from time to time.

The entire group cheered

We must welcome the future, remembering that
soon it will be the past; and we must respect
the past, remembering that once it was all that
was humanly possible.

-George Santayana

and had fun as they travelled
to the Field. Once they arrived

Inc. was founded in 1995 by

members of the Clearwater
and Clearwater Beach busi

ness and residential communi

ties. The idea behind foe orga
nization was to establish a sig

Summer Food Service Pro

unveiled, City Manager Mike

during Sunsets hours. The
pavilion will maintain a public

gram for Children (similar to

Roberto challenged the Sun

seating area for viewing pur

ing artists, for beach visitors

the National School Lunch

sets at Pier 60 Society board of

youngsters between the ages
of 10 and 16 years, and at least

Program).

directors to make the festival

poses.
Centre Ice Sports Produc

and residents to enjoy. The fes

board of directors establishes
festival policy.

and

the pavilion located in Pier 60

90 percent of the participants

, The NYSP takes place
7:30 ajn. to 2 pan. Monday

‘the’ focal point of Oearwater
Beach family activities,” said

tion is owned and operated by
Bruce and Margaret Hyland,

must meet federal poverty

through Thursday beginning

former professional skaters

guidelines. To take part, a prior

June 14 and continues through

Ginez. “We accepted the chal
lenge and are extremely excit

physical

July 26. Interested parties

examination

is

should

call

341-4670

to

request an application.

aging 17.7 points per game.
Nicholson, who averaged
Bethune -Cookman College
signed two additional players 8.2 points and 9 rebounds per
to full scholarships, bringing game, is expected to compete
the total to five newcomers, B- for playing time, adding a big
CC coaches announced last presence inside, Reed said.
“He’s an excellent defen
week
sive player and we expect him
Joining the Wildcats are 64
shooting guard Larry' to gjve us some help against
bigger people,” Reed said.
Gilbert, who is transferring
Last month the Wildcats
fiom McCook Community
College in Nebraska, and 6-8 signed twins Jeny and Jesse
center Jerome Nicholson of Daniels of Hallandale High
School. Both brothers are 6-8,
Titusville High School.
Gilbert, who averaged 190 pounds will play
12.1 points and four rebounds center/forward. Jeny averaged
per game, is expected to make 7.9 points and 9.3 rebounds,
an immediate contribution, while Jesse chipped in 9 points
filling a void left by Johnny and hauled down 8.1
McClenton, who averaged

rebounds. Jerry shoots 74 per

123 points per game for the

cent from the free-forow line.

Wildcats in his senior season.

B-CC also signed guard

“He’ll come in and give us

Brian Cox of Daytona Beach,

another scoring threat besides
Freddie (Cole),” said B-CC

a transfer from Daytona Beach
Community College. The 6-1,

assistant Coach Cliff Reed.
Cole, a junior last season, led

170 pound athlete averaged
8.2 points and 33 rebounds

the Wildcats in scoring, aver

y,8~trtnr8rti''B'8'8irg~ii'irs'8

per game.
»»BTr«"a*»"WfT

“We keep saying Johnny can’t read because
’ he’s deprived, because he’s hungry because
he’s discriminated against. We say Johnny
can’t read because his daddy is no- in the
home. Well, Johnny learns to play basketball
** without daddy. We do best what we do most,

and for many of our children, that’s playing
ball. One of the reasons Johnny does not read
is that Johnny doesn’t practice reading.”—" j
\
Jesse Jackson 4f
SjLajuLgj
!LBJLiLfiJLfiJUULlL9J2JL9 k

in school, make the right
choices in all things and to pro

tre Ice in Countryside Mall.
Sunsets at Pier 60 Society,

ture as a part of the federal

CHARLOTTE, NC - Steve Sojciechowski.
Final registration is now open
Camp
locations
are
for the Ten Star All-Star Bas Raleigh, NC, Center Valley,

18 boys known as “Q’s Crew”

agreement,

Hyland’s Centre Ice Sports
Productions will operate ice
skating for a 60-day trial peri

DAYTONA BEACH -

With the additional help of
the school’s Vblunteer Coordi
nator, AGA; Director of Public
Relations, Julie Williamson,
Tammy Atmore, Karen Smith
and many of the employees
that made their own contribu
tion to foe success of this field
trip, everyone had a great day
with the Tampa Bay Devil

the

featured activity of Sunsets at
Pier 60, a daily festival at Pier
60 announced Stephan Ginez,

B-CC Basketball
Signs Two
Additional Players

my family in North Carolina,
I miss my nieces and nephews
and I just get a lot of joy and
satisfaction being with kids”.

Under

rience in foe ice skating indus
try and currently operate Cen

sponsored by the NCAA, the
NYSP will be held only on
SPJC’s St PetersbuigGibbs
Campus. It is for the benefit of

funded,

required. Free physical exams
will be provided by All Chil

Quinton McCracken

tions to operate ice skating as a

to the beach for both visitors
and residents to enjoy.”

who have over 50 years expe

Society, Inc.
“As the ‘One City. One
Future’ program was being

Federally

bv Allene Gammage -Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG Last Wednesday, thanks to the
generosity of Tampa Bay
Devil Rays Outfielder, #3
Quinton McCracken, more
than 600 students and staff
were given an opportunity to
visit Tropicana Field and
watch foe game with foe Min
nesota Twins.

with Centre Ice Sports Produc

ed to add this component to
our event and add an attraction

nature event, featuring local

artisans, crafters, and perform

tival is an independent non
profit corporation. A volunteer

’The Golden Boy' Returns
To HBO---------- ---------------Worid Championship Boxing:

The evening’s main event

super feather weight champion

Oscar De La Hoya vs. Oba
Can and Floyd Mayweather

features the return of “The
Golden Boy,” Oscar De La

“Pretty Boy” Floyd May
weather, Jr. (20-0, 15 KOs)

Jr. vs. Goyo Vargas

Hoya (30-0,24 KOs), to HBO

defending his title against

as he puts his world welter
weight title belt on foe line ver
sus' Oba Carr
(48-2-1,
28KOs). From Los Angeles,
De La Hoya reaffirmed his
unparalleled boxing creden
tials when he rallied to score a
split
decision over Ike
Quartey. The New York Post
wrote, “De La Hoya’s 12th
round was one of the gutsiest
performances seen in a boxing
ring since Ray Leonard’s 14th
round against Tommy Hearns.
At 26, he is boxing’s franchise
player.” From Detroit, Carr, 27
scored a unanimous decision

highly ranked Mexican con
tender Goyo Vargas (39-6-1,
28 KOs). Mayweather, 22
from Grand Rapids, ML was
the first world champion from
a class of very talented U.S.
Olympians. Since winning his
title with an eight-round TK.O

NEW YORK - HBO

Sports showcases two worldclass champions in foe title
Worid Championship Boxing:
Oscar De La Hoya Vs. Oba
Carr and Floyd Mayweather
vs. Goyo Vargas airs live Sat
urday, May 22, 1999 (10:00
p.m.) from the Las Vegas
Mandalay Bay Casino. The

HBO Sports broadcast team of
Jim Lampley, Larry Merchant
and George Foreman will be
ringside to call foe action for
both scheduled 12-round
bouts, which will be closed-

captioned for the hearing-

over Frankie Randall on the

impaired and presented in

same card to earn foe title shot
The evening’s leadoff bout

Spanish on HBO en Espanol.

of Genaro Hernandez in Octo
ber 1998, the poised and

engaging champ has success
fully defended his belt twice,
with a second round KO of
Angel Manfredy last Decem
ber and a completely dominant
unanimous decision over Car
los Rios on February 17. Var
gas, 28 is an aggressive fighter

with a strong left hook

presents undefeatedworld

B-CC Wins MEAC
Tournament----game, driving home three runs
in the sixth inning.

first baseman Dino Dakuras,

Bethune Cookman College
clinched its third Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference Baseball

The Wildcats, 27-29, had
to knock off FAMU twice in

Dakarus also was named foe

Championship Sunday in a

the tournament to claim the

10-5 victory over arch rival

prize. B-CC outlasted the Rat

Skeel was voted the top coach

FloridaA&M University at foe

tlers 19-8 in the semifinals,

of the tournament The Wild

Ormond Beach Sports Com

sending FAMU to the loser’s

plex.

bracket of foe double-elimina
tion event. FAMU then defeat

cats won the MEAC title in
1996 and 1997. Unlike the first

DAYTONA BEACH -

B-CC, riding on the pitch
ing of Elgin Graham of Pen
sacola, led 8-0 after seven

innings.

Shortstop

Joel

Zaragoza hammered the only

home run in the championship

ed North Carolina A&T 16-9

and pitcher Carlos Marrero.

Most Outstanding Player.
B-CC

coach

two years when B-CC had to
participate in a play-in-series

to stay alive and advance to the

for a berth in the NCAA
championship game.
regionals, this victory puts the
B-CC placed four players Wildcats in foe 64 team field
on the All-Toumament team: beginning May 27.
centerfielder Jason Wallace,

r""'* —

! We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

in the very huge arena area,
most were amazed and so fas

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

cinated by what surrounded

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

them (lights, colors, score

boards, highlight monitors,

popcorn, cotton candy, etc.)

'carwash)

(quiklube)

they lost sight of the purpose of
the field trip - foe game. Many
of the children may never

have gotten the opportunity to
go a game or to Tropicana

SINCE 1958

belief in and love for children,

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

he wanted them to be a part of

SAVE s3°°

the history of baseball in St

30 pt. Oil Change &

Field, but with McCracken’s

Petersburg - he did just that

Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

‘Thanks, Quintal!” is what

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

they all expressed.

PLUS “Free Full Service

According to McCracken,
T get a lot out of doing things
in the community to support
our youth. Being away from

4

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

©

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

DETAILING
, CENTER ,

(813)327-1900
8:30 le 5:30 Monday ■ 5ahjrday_
FULL
"FRESH i
SERVICE
'N SHINE"
CAR WASH
SAVE $2” SAVE $2°° SAVE *1*

THE
WORKS!
Car Wash, M.1VA SMMi:

1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,

FULL SERVICE

Soft Cloth Car

CAR WASH

Wash, Vacuum

Interior, Windows

Under Chassis Spray &

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, &

Air Freshener

Polish Wax, IH.1RA

KHINi:

Poly Sealant, Air

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Cleaned, Dash

Ousted, Exterior Towel

Dried & Detailed

Car Wash"

*23.99
Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 5/28/99

13.00 ! $ 10.50 I
Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 5/28//99

Richard

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 5/28/99

$8.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 5/28/99

At all 7-ll’s, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!
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Church News
By His Crrace
IVIinistiries
years.
As pastor King and the By
His Grace Church family

gears up to celebrate their first
Church and Pastor’s Anniver
sary on June 24, 25 & 27,

1999, you don’t want to miss

any of foe followign upcoming
events.
•Saturday, May 29,1999 Jane Hillman, Pastor
of

Tampa Bay Word of Faith

Church, Tampa, FL “Vision &
Leadership”

Seminar-8:00

am.
•Thursday, June 25,19997:00 pm., Dr. Rev. Pat McK
instry, Pastor Upton United

Methodist Church, Toledo,
Ohio and author of “It’s Time
For A Praise Break” special

Pastor Scott Thomas

where he oversees more than
ten departments and min
istries. His preaching ministry
has reached across the nation
and around the world through

In his quest to continue to
equip and empower the saints
through the Word of Truth,
pastor King brings another
great speaker to By His Grace.

praise break service.
•Friday, June 25, 1999-

Buffet Style Banquet, Banquet
Masters, 8100 Park Blvd.
North, Pinellas Park, FL. Dr.
Rev. Pat McKinstry, Keynote

Pastor Scott Thomas, Without
Walls International Church,
Tampa, Florida will be the
guest speaker on Sunday, May
23,1999 at 7:00 pm. You are
invited to share with them in
this special service.
Pastor Scott Thomas
serves as an Associate Pastor
under the direct Apostleship of

revivals, crusades and confer
ences. Operating under a
tremendous anointing, his
message excels with excite

with foundational truths fiom
the heart of God, which has

For additional information or
to purchase tickets, please call

Dr. Randy White at Without

inspired congregations and

the church at (727) 906-9405

Walls International Church,

leadership

or 864-3428.

ment, humor and edification
of the Body of Christ. Bringing
fresh revelation and insight, his
ministry is continually filled

throughout

the

Speaker.
•Sunday - June 27, 1999,

11:00 am. Mrs. Pat Clark
Without Walls International
Church, Tampa, FL
You don’t want to miss
any ofthese dynamic speakers.

Greater Mt. Zion

tea and enjoyment is planned.

Denmark and th e Mt Zion

Come out as a representative
for your birth month. Ladies

“Cast The Vision For Lay
Ministry.” Empowering foe

and Gents, let’s start out sup
porting our church and its

saints to do God’s work. Lay
Ministry is a hot topic in the

vices. During the 7:30 am.
worship, the Richardson Spe

endeavors with a togetherness

local church today. The reason
is that it’s a key to church

cial Chorus will render songs
of praise and blessings to uplift

success.
Hope to see you there!!!

church family extend a cordial
invitation to all to join us this

Sunday for our worship ser

our spirits.
Immediately

Tea committee wish to invite

ship. This Sunday will end the

May 23rd at 4:00 p.m.

third Quarterly Conference.
Our morning worship service
begins at 10:30 am.
Sis. Alva Osborne and the

The Marching 100 wish to
remind members it is time to
march again.

everyone to join us for our
annual tea celebration Sunday

Weekly Activities

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072

tion of tiie laity begins with a

Sunday, May 23 at 11:00 am.

preached.

clear vision for God’s plan for
foe local church and its people,

We are blessed and are appre
ciative to sisters Dorothy Lee,

and it continues with the moti
vation of the people to make

Sandra McClendon, Sharette
Boykins, and Yvonne Reed for

Day Bible Study at 11:00 am.;
Mass Choir Rehearsal, 7:00

that plan come to fruition. The
saints are the catalyst God will

their dedication and commit

pm.
•Sunday, May 23-Sunday

use to make the vision for lay

Bible Study, 11 am.; Prayer

ministry an exciting reality.
Lay ministry in the local

Our Sunday morning speaker
will be Sis. Renee Rembert

School & New Member Ori

. Vintage

worship, 11:00 am. and Bap

church will be successful only
when we (1) let God’s spirit

Holt of our church family.
Renee is a veteran of the Unit
ed States Air Force and a grad

uate of Florida A&M Univer
sity’s School of Nursing. She is

up, and (4) let foe

currently employed at Palms

we’ll have Sunday School and
we encourage full participation
as we study and leam more of

in our weekly services.
Monday, Bible Study, 6

God’s word.
At 11:00 am. the Women
of Power Ministry will be in

pm.

charge of the worship service.
Rev. Laura Harris of St Paul

Meeting, 7:30 pm.
Let us continue to p^ay for

AME, Tampa will deliver foe

one another.

Wednesday,

9:30 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

•Thursday-Youth Church,
6:00,

Day Kick-OffTea, 4 to 7 pm.

move

•Monday, May 24th, Church

Macedonia FreeWill

service.
Sunday afternoon fiom 4
to 7:00 pm, the women of Mt
Zion will be celebrating their
Women’s Day “Kick-Off

conference, 7:00 pm.
•Friday, May 28, YPD Dept.
Fellowship Session, “Children

Tea.” We’re excited about our
parade of the months and

Wake Up”, 7:00 pm.
•Sunday, May 30, YPD Bake
Sale After 7:30 and 11:00 am.

flower, an evening of sipping

services.

Free Community OutReach Give-A-Way
Bethel Community Baptist
Church’s’ Missionary Society
will have a free clothes and

items give-a-way on
Saturday, May 30,1999 on the
church grounds fiom 10:00

other

aan. to 1:00 pan.
For additional information

please contact anyone from the
General Mission, Elder Evelyn
Thompson or call the Church
office at 896-6722.

The Macedonia church

family invite you to join them
on Sunday for 8:00 and 11:00

a.m. worship services and the
9:30 Sunday School. Deacons

Morning Worship............................................... 10:45 a.m.

munity and his congregation
every one is invited to attend.

every Saturday before the 2nd

Monday - Choir #2; Dea

Sunday.
Mothers Board, 2nd Sun

cons meeting hospitality and
Pastor’s Aide.

day at 4: p.m.; Prayer Band
and Home Mission, 4th Sun

Church Calendar

will be in charge of devotion.
Dual’s Day will be
observed during foe 8:00 ser
vice, foe minister will be Marie
Brown of New Hope Freewill
Baptist of Lake Wales. The

day; Holy Communion is

TUesday - Choir #1
Wednesday

-

Prayer

Meeting and Bible Study at
7:00 pin.

observed on foe 1st Sunday
after foe 5th Sunday.

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH
2/37 - 9(6Sotct&
St.
337/2
(727) X2Z-S444
Sunday school 9:30
sunday Mom 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. PennsylIvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services
Sunday School ............................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................................................................................11:00a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................
5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship...................................................................
6:00p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
"Prayer Meeting & Bible Study Wed nesdav 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
9:00 AM...................................... CHURCH SCHOOL........................... SUNDAY
5:00 RM............................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER.....................TUESDAY
7:00 PM..................................... :
BIBLE STUDY................................ TUESDAY

6:00 PM............................. ........PRAYER SERVICES

warm and friendly welcome to

Thursday, Choir #3
Saturday - #3 Usher
Board and Anyslum Choir

4:00 speaker will be Rev.
Manuel Sykes of Bethel Com

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School........... ................. ...10:00 AM
Morning Worship........:............ . ....11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
........................................... Tuesday 7:30 PM

entire church family extends a

all our visitors.

Antioch Church

.......................... TUESDAY

7:30 PM................ ........... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.............. THURSDAY

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South

Sunday School . ..................................................9:30 a.m.

5:00 pm.
Pastor Browne and the

•Sunday, May 23, Women’s

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 a.m.-12 p.m.

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

tist Training Union (BTU),

render song service and we
look forward to a spirit-filled

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT*

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

entation, 9:30 am.; morning

move in, (2) let foe pastamove over, (3) Let the laity

(Howard Johnson's)

class, 6:15; .Bible Study, 7:00
•Wednesday-Noon Day
Bible Study, Mass Choir 7.-00

•Thursday, May 20-Mid

Upcoming May Events

6:30 p.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

ment to our Youth Ministry.

Our Weekly Activities

message. The Youth Choir will

Scouts-

•Tuesday-New Member’s

Telemetry Nurse.
We welcome you to the

growth and health. Mobiliza

and oneness to make it a great

10:30 AM................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES .................. SUNDAY

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Bible Study (Monday)
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)

•Monday-Boy
6:30 pm.

of Pasadena Hospital and
Interim Health Care as a

houses of the Lord, where
Jesus is the center of attraction,
and the Word of God is

to all, and we continue to
extend an invitation to join us

following

church move out.
Train up a child in the way
he should go, and when he is
old, he will not depart from it
(Proverbs 22:6) The children,
youth and young adults will be
in charge of morning worship

Our doors are always open

Bethel A.M.E. Church
Pastor Dawkins and the
Bethel family wish to invite all
to join us the Sunday for wor

Travelers1 Rest

Presiding Elder Jerome L.

St. Petersburg, Florida

Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Morning Worship........................{........ . ..................................8:00 a.m.

Sunday School ................... ......... j......... „„............................... 9:30 a.m.

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward
sunday

Morning

services

Sunday School......................................... ..................................... 9:30 am

11:00

Mid-Morning Worship_______ __ »,...... .............................. 11:00 a.m.

Morning Worship...............................................................

Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed................... ........... 7:00 p.m.

Youth Bible Study....................................................... Wed. 6:30 pm

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

am

.................. Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
EveningWorship.........................6 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Baptist TrainingUnion . ... .5 p.m.

Tuesday Night

General Bible Study

First Baptist Institutional Church:

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

& Teachers Meeting

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Clyde E. Williams

Phone:323-7518

We welcome you at all times.

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School ......................................................... 9:00 a.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

PrayerService/BibleStudy ................... Tues.7:00p.m.

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089
Sunday Worship

Junior Church Fellowship ............ .... .Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Tutoring............................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

The Rev. Hany L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

113S 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPVNI 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Welcome... This church opens wide the doorand in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!”
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ

................................................... 10:30 a.m.

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 -Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

K
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Church News
Dr. C.C. Carlman
Honored-------------

Moores Chapel
Rev. Qintin Parker and
Moore’s Chapel church family

ed by the St Paul Church
Choir; St Paul’s Ushers will

welcome you to their services
this 4th Sunday in May, the
23rd during both 8:00 a.m. and
11:00 am. services. 8:00 am.

also serve.
Family and Friends Day
activities - purpose and goal: to
develop and provide an atmos

enth Sunday of Easter in

ed to participate in this worship

church festival year. This

service ofAscension.

the sermon will be delivered
by Rev. Ira Whitson; music

phere that will enhance Christ
ian fellowship.

sacred observance signals end
of Easter season and com

Membership and Evange
lism ministry will coordinate a

will be provided by the Male
Chorus, directed and accom

Saturday, May 22 at 11:00

am. until 4:00 pm family

mencement of Pentecost sea
son. Our Lord’s Ascension

games and fun on the church
grounds.
Sunday, May 30th, Family

occupies only a few lines at the
end of Luke’s Gospel and the

comprehensive ongoing study,
as well as new member orien
tation, of “meaning of church

panied by minister of music,
Michael Melvin. The Usher
Board will serve. For trans
portation to church please con

Dr. C.C. Carlman is honored with an
Appreciation Dinner in Tampa on May 1st.

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Church
The pastor, officers and
members of Emmanuel Chris
tian Fellowship Oiurch, 1948,

worship with All Nations
Church of God by Faith, locat

ed at 3000 4th Avenue South.
All members are asked to be in

49th Street South, extends an

invitation to everyone to join in

attendance.
Saturday, May 22, 7:00

worship with us on Sunday,
May 23rd at 9:30 aan. Sunday
School; 11:15 ajn. morning

p.m. Tampa Bay Chapter of
the Gospel Music workshop of

worship, 6:00 p.m. evening
worship

America will be in conceit at

Pentecostal Temple. Everyone
is welcome and invited to

Weekly Activities

Bible Study, Tutoring, and ' attend.
Prayer Meeting - times remain
“I will bless theLord at all
the same.
times; His praise shall contin

Thursday, May 20th 7:00
p.m., Emmanuel’s family will

ually be in my mouth. ” Psalm
34:1.

New Philadelphia St. Mark Kids Love
Community-------- The Chief--------------The celebration of our
Lord’s Ascension follows sev

by James Bolden and Jo Ann
Nesbitt Members are expect

membership.” With assistance
from pastoral ministry, the

and Friends Day - theme:

beginning of the book ofActs.
Yet, the Ascension has a dou

membership ministry will sur

tact the Transportation Min
istry members, Willie F.

Energizing with the Holy Spir
it for a Revolution with Jesus!

ble significance. First, it marks
end of the earthly life of Jesus

vey areas of personal and spir
itual accountability necessary

Bryant, 894-6067; Robert
Golden, 867-0156; Anthony

8:00 am. speaker, Rev.

of Nazareth. But more impor
tant it marks the beginning of

for members of Christ’s

Ricky Wiggs, Pastor of Huist

Macon, 328-0022 Saturday

Chapel AME Church, Saraso

the reign of Christ, Le. the King

evenings before 9:00 pm. The
Stewardess Board will serve.

A “mini-retreaf’ is being

ta FL;ll:00 am. speaker, Rev.

of kings “and Lord of Lords”.

planned by children/youth

Mid-morning praise and

11:00 am. Rev. Bernard

Y.B. Bruce, Pastor of Greater
Grant
Memorial
AME

ministry. A weekend gathering

worship will focus on the chal

Lemon and St Paul AME
Church family will share in

Church, Jacksonville, FL
Service/Meetinas/Rehearsal

lenge of making Christ first in
a believer’s life. The Reverend

which will center around the
chcrir rehearsal activity, will

ST. PETERSBURG Chief Goliath Davis is one of

Moore’s Chapel Service dur
ing the kick-off of Moore’s

take place on Saturday, June

Noon Day Prayer Service
Wednesdays at 12:00 noon;

Edward Nesbitt, Jr. will deliver
the sermonic proclamation.

Chapel Family and Friends

our favorite people. He is kind,
loving and always treats us
-with respect

Prayer Service/Bible Ser
vice Wednesdays at 7:00 pm.

and love of all of us at St Mark
Missionary Baptist Church.

Music ministry will be offered

Chief Davis encourages us

“Trust in the Lord, in all

to do what is right do good in
school and work hard to make

your ways acknowledge Him,
and He will direct your path.”

Day Celebration. The sermon
will be delivered by Rev.
Lemon, music will be provid-

Rehearsals, Saturdays

./All Nations
On Saturday night Elder
Cedi Carter, President of the

ing their pastor’s 20th anniver

Quartet Union will sponsor a
musical program with quartets
from around the bay area.

sary. Services will begin Sun
day night May 16th at 7:30
pm. with Bishop Wells from
Tampa in charge, continuing

each night throughout the

week with different pastors
and their churches in charge.

12. More information on this
event will be given each Sun
day.

I am home in Heaven, dear ones
Oh so happy and so bright
there is perfect joy and beauty
In this eeriasting light
All the pain and grief is over
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Safety home in Heaven at last.

African Freedom Singers

All Nations Church of
God by Faith will be celebrat

church.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School............................................ io:oo a m
Morning Worship..................................... 11-30am
YPWW.................................................................. 6:00p.m.
Evening Worship.........................................7:3o p.m.

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS

Sabbath School: 9 am

Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

Morning Worship., ti .00 a.m.
BTU .
.500pm
Evening Worship
Tuesday Evening

6 00 p m

Bible Class..............7:.1Q p.m.

Rehearsal.............5-30 p.m.

Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study .
7 30 p m
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR
Choir Rehearsal....ll :OO a.m.

FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH SERVICES
AM Wbrship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays. Fridays & Sundays - half an hour

before service.

Sundays £* AM and 11

Mondays & Thursdays. 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

ZT you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

Travelers Rest

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Sunday Worship

Sunday School............. 10:00 am
Morning Worship .......11:30 am

Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Evening Worship ..........6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ..................................7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting .......................................................6:30 pm

Sunday School............... ’.......... 9:30 a.m.

The Church

That Welcomes Everyone!

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)...........7:00 p.m.

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Trinity Presbyterian CHurch
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(813) 327-8560

Christian community for everyone

Sunday School. . . ............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ..................7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

9:00 AM. ... ............... , .......
.......... Prayer Time
9:30 AM.................. , .......... ...... Sunday School
11:00 AM............................ f..............................................................Worship
12:30 PM............................. After Service Fellowship
■ Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

international Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Faith Temple Life-Changing Ministries
Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

F5ew ^Philadelphia Community Churcb|
Zfie Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, FL 33733
HSsrfam School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

|Deacon
.................................................................................Deacon Edward Nesbittl
loanee
• • • • ■ •........................... ......... James Kobinson|
I Chfldren ft Youth Ministry.................................... Joyce Robinson I
|cierk Ministy
........................................................ Wyvonnia McGee |

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 821-5577 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields
Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7:30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM

Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday
"We are the light of'trie
the world, that
tna will not be hid."

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship............................. 10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.............................7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
' Problems

11 a.m.

Baptist Training Union......................................... 5 p.m.

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

schedule of services
Church School....................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................ ..

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 8th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

A

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

John A. Evans,. Sr.

The Church Where Christ is The HEAD

K>« are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

TUESDAY

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Church Schoot„„.....9’.30 a.tn. Wednesday Youth

WEDNESDAY

M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

(813) 906-8300

Sunset

LEWIS W. EDWARDS

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Missionary Baptist

Mid-Morning Worship Service.........11:00 a.m.

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8:00a.m.
Sunday School.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11:00 a.m.

Christ Gospel Church

Friendship

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor*

327-0997

Please everyone that can
and will come out and help us.
Thank God for our blessings
during this celebration May
16-23id.

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood

our dreams come true.
Chief Davis is on our side
always and he has the support

<

Evening Worship .............. ... .6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday .................... ......7 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

“One week from church makes one weak. ”
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Church News
First Baptist Celebrates New Faith Free Bethel Metropolitan
Anniversary------- ;

term president of Delta Sigma

Theta Sorority.
The ministerial staff offi

cial board and church family
New Faith Free

The

Methodist Church, 2427 Irv
ing Avenue South, St Petere-

burg, will hold their annual
Spring Youth Revival, May
24-27,1999.

The Youth Revival will

start each night at 7:00 p.m.
The featured preacher in
charge of services will be:
Monday, Rev. Willie Whit
ing, Mt. Zion Progressive

Church;

Tuesday, the Rev. Minister
Porter, Holy Ghost Holiness
Church;
Wednesday, Sister Johnnie
Ruth Pierce, Bethel Commu

The old familiar hymn,
“How Firm a Foundation”
could adequately sum up First

Rev.

Corey

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.
and the Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church family invite

you to worship with us May 23
during both the 8 and 11 am.
services. Sunday
begins at 9:30 am.

Interdenominational Theologi
cal Center in Atlanta, Georgia
will be the guest speaker.
May 30th has been desig

nated as Anwverso/y Sunday.
Special guest congregation

School

services and Sunday School at

services for May 23 is as fol
lows: 9:30 am. Sunday

9:30 am. The Praise Team,

School
11 DO am. service will fea

Choir and Youth Usher Board

Sanctuary,

speaker.
New Faith will worship at
Holsey Temple CME Church

These Wednesday night ser
vices at 7:00 are designed for
■ the spiritual enrichment of the
entire family. The May study is

“Talents and Spiritual Gifts, ”
and is fortifying our Christian

enly blessing anytime, but

Mission 3:00 pm. and BTU
4:30 pm.
Weekly Calendar

Bible Study at Noon,
Wednesday, May 26; May 27,
7-8:45 pm., Prayer/Praise Ser
vice; Bible Study and Youth

Thelma J. Nolan
The

Youth

Ministry

Dixie

Dr. Calvin O. Pressley

Youth Awards’ Banquet, Sat
urday, May 22, 1999 at 6:30

Gibbs High and Robert Star

Christian, Yashica Owens,

ling, DI, Florida State Univer
sity for meeting all phases of

pm The counselors have
worked diligently toward

their educational requirements
for graduation. On Sunday,

making this event memorable
for the youth of the church.

May 23,1999, the church will

The Rev. Robert Peak, Jr. a
Magna Cum Laude graduate

observe Graduation Sunday.

The theme is “Not The
End.But a New Beginning”

of American Baptist College
with a BS degree in Theology;

The Youth Choir and
Youth Ushers will serve, and

Enrichment Hour. The Broth
erhood Prayer Breakfast will

Pastor Evans will preach the
divine word of God. General

be held May 22,7:45 am.

Bethel

Metropolitan

The speaker is Thelma J.
Nolan, Regional Team Leader
for Department of Education
for School Improvement,

will

speak to them around their

Retired Pinellas County
School Educator, with twenty-

Jerome H. Ross.

members of First Baptist as

Almighty and celebrate the
103rd Anniversary of Victory

they give praises to the

injesus.

‘99.”
Sharon Wilson and the

nine (29) years of service of
which twelve (12) were in

But by the deeds that you do and the joy that you give —

Graduation Committee com

administration. She is a former

And each day as it comes brings a chance to each one

mends Eric Brown, Northside

To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone

Christian, Deantry Dixon,

member of Bethel Communi
ty Baptist Church and is a two

Time is not measured by the years that you live

Wayne G. Thompson and the

Keayla

Dowdell, Bethel Metropolitan

Associate Minister and Minis
ter of Children’s Church at

The Joy of Unselfish Giving

with their pastor, Bishop

objectives.
Hollins,

Department has been actively
preparing for their annual

theme “Youth In The Spirit In

will be Triedstone Baptist
Church of Columbus, Ohio

Ministry

include AWANA, Bible Study
(NBC) and Prayer Service.

in Tampa at 4:00 pm., Rev.
Curtiss Long will deliver the
message- The entire communi
ty is invited to share our heav
especially during the Youth
Revival services. We love you!

Male

will serve.
Our mid-week activities

ture Pastor Curtiss Long as

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church

coming week.
The Kick-off will take
place on Sunday, May 23rd
during the 11:00 a.m. worship
service. Dr. Calvin O. Pressley,
noted religious leader fiom the

invite you to worship with us
during the 8 and 11:00 am.

Jones, Bethel metropolitan
Baptist Church. Our Sunday

nity Baptist Church;

Baptist Institutional Church as
it launches its 103rd Anniver
sary celebration during the

Please plan to join pastor

Thursday,

Alfred

Dea.

Williams is the facilitator, and

he is truly unrivaled in enthusi

asm for the task. Transporta
tion is available, call the
church office (327-0554) if

you have a need.
You are encouraged to
attend our Thursday Noon
Day Bible Study 12:00 to 1W

p.m. Currently we are studying
the book of John and Jude.
Bring writing tools and a thirst

for knowledge, then grow with
us each week.
Applications for Summer
Ministries can be obtained at

the church office daily.
-May Calendar-

22-Youth Banquet

23 - Graduation Sunday
30 - Mission Sunday

That would brighten the life or lighten the load

XHE FAMILY THAT PRAYS TOGETHER

KSTAYS TOGETHER
Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 18th Averiue S., St. Petersburg, FL

*i

327-5928 * 327-2656 ,
Sunday Schoo!.................... /................. .. .9:30 am.
................................................ ... ,,11 a,m..

.,..,.................. ......................p.m. i

Tuesday Bible Class .,..,......,.......8 p.m. <
Wednesday Prayer Meeting........... ,,............ 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service.,........................ .
.8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School

'

.............. J1 am.

Rev. Johnnie Lee WiHiams, Pastor

First. Mt. Zion

Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services

8:00 a.m........................... .Morning Service
9:45 a.m.................................Sunday School

11:00 a.m........................ Worship Service
5:00 p.m................

Helen Steiner Rice

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY
SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS
Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
—

t J

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

Nations Church of God By Faith

Night Worship

If as long as we live we unselfishly give.

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

“The Church That’s Moving‘Forward Together"

Morning Worship

So what does it matter how long we may live

4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Of some weary traveler lost on Life’s Road —

.............................. B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.
(2nd Saturday Monthly)

Tape Ministry - All Services

"A Church. Called To Equip and Empower
Through the Word of Truth."

Bethel Community

Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

W

Ip***

Ilpwjj

182'0 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory”

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship.................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ........................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ......................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...............................................5:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service ................Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ............................ 6:00 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

2550 9th Avenue S. • St Petersburg, FL

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Early Morning Worship.................................................
Sunday School............................................. ."’9:30 a’m’

Services

Morning Worship..................................................... 10:50

Sunday School............... 8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................ 10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Baptist Training Union..................................................
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.................................................................. ..

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL
GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Ps. 127:1

CENTER
o
w
e
□

H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDRENS
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00
pm.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

a.m.

_m

pm

TfeCjturch Where Everybody Is Somebody

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 am. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer

am

Communion............................ ............. 7:00 a'm~ &’il:00 a’m’

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.

&G/ptiAt GUutolt

Pleaiard Cjn&u&

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

F
E
L
L

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Mt. zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

J

St?

Ci ’

*-»•

£

Sunday School ...,......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........... 11 :oo a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives

&
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ST. PETERSBURG

Ml

by
Bob Gilder

TOGETHER

The City Plans For
Summer Playcamp
& Teen Camp------ST. PETERSBURG -The
Qty of St. Petersburg Recre

20, Monday through Friday. It
is just that easy. Drop in or call

ation DepL has great opportu
nities for a fun-filled 1999

the center nearest you.
Children who enrolled in

summer. We still have open
ings in both Summer Play-

the City of St
Summer Playcamp program at

camp and Teen Camp. For
those who do not wish to take
advantage of full day care, we
have specialized dasses for all

Wildwood and Campbell Park

Recreation Centers will leam
to swim this year. A Wfeed and
Seed Grant was approved for

ages. In addition, we have 8
swimming pools, 66 tennis

funds to give children at these
Challenge 2000 Recreation

courts, 14 recreation centers
and TASCO teen programs.

Centers up to six weeks or 24

Specialized classes are offered

for those with physical and

developmental disabilities.
A free nutritionally bal
anced, breakfast and lunch is
offered to any child under the

Petersburg

swim lessons. Classes will be
taught by Red Cross Certified
Swim Instructors and are
offered at Jennie Hall and

McLin Pools.
A Juvenile Welfare Board
Grant for teens this summer.

age of 18. All you need to do
is go to erne of the City’s play-

Teens who are entering grades

camp site Recreation Centers.
Children do not have to be

County School reduced or free

enrolled in any other program
to receive these meals. Check
in at the office and start receiv
ing these government meals

(including field trips) at no

7-9 who receive the Pinellas
lunch, can attend teen camp

cost. Please contact Playcamp
site for details or 893-7441 for

more information.

from June 7 through August

The Hospice To Benefit From
Art Gallery’s Silent Auction
ST. PETERSBURG-Red fit The Hospice of the Florida
Goud Indian Arts, which is Suncoast. To be auctioned will
hosting a month-long, Florida be a piece of Sky’s art donated
premiere showing of contem- by the artist The Red Cloud
porary Indian* art by Blue Sky, gallery, which will have Blue
a* St. Petersburg artist of Sky’s art on exhibit until June
Mohawk descent, will hold a 20, is located at 208 Beach
special reception on May 21 Drive NE in downtown St
from 5 to 9 pan. to mark the Petersburg.
Highlighting the evening

The artist’s reception will
be part of St Petersburg’s “Art

will be a silent auction to bene-

Express Gallery Hop” on Fri

gallery’s opening of his works.

day, May 21. More than a

Anheuser-Bush

From Page. 1

ness, working with the mayors

efforts

to address issues associated

Americans across the U.S.

benefiting African

with alcohol abuse, and sup

McKinney also reinforced

porting educational initiatives
to benefit African-Americans.

that Anheuser-Busch stands

In addressing the mayors,

mayors to address issues
involving the sale, marketing

McKinney said “Anheuser-

dozen local art galleries will
participate in this event in the
downtown area inviting the
public to come and see a wide
variety of art from 5 to 9 pm.
Blue Sky, who has had
both family and friends cared
for by The Hospice, expresses
himself through his art by
blending traditional designs
with contemporary media. An
artist who has received numer
ous awards for his work, he

attended the Rochester Insti
tute of Technology, majoring
in painting and drawing. He
then traveled for a time with an
art company in California, dur
ing which he explored his cre
ative expression in jewelry.
This eventually evolved into
larger pieces of sculpture.
For more information on
the reception and auction

Send Us News!
If you have informa

tion that might make

a good article for this
paper, send it in, and

we ! I try to use it in

T

POC Board Of Directors
Meeting
7:30 pjn on Tuesday, May 25,
next regularly scheduled meet-' 1999.
ing of the Board of Directors
The meeting, which is
of Pinellas Opportunity Coun open to the public, will be held
cil, Inc. a private non-profit at the St. Petersburg Junior
organization will be held at College Administration Build

an upcoming issue.

ST. PETERSBURG -The

ing 8580 66th Street North in

Pinellas Park, Florida.
For more information,
contact Frances M. Cato at
327-8690, Ext. 15.

■PIbo XJML
9^

Xntexnlenoxnlxmtlcmal

Ministerial Alliance

please call Red Qud Indian
Arts at (727) 821-5842.

ft * Oat * In * Aft

JIM QUINLAN COMMERCIAL VEH.

ready to work closely with the

Busch shares the same goal of
making the communities in

or distribution of alcohol bev

which we do business to be
even better places to live.” One

He said that Anheuser-Busch

example of how his company
contributes, he explained, is

responsible consumption of

the Budweiser Jammin’ For

and since 1982, Anheuser-

Education program. While

Busch and its network of inde

only in its second year, this
program generates funds to

pendent wholesalers have
invested nearly $300 billion in

pay for college tuition for

consumer awareness and edu

deserving local students. It

cation efforts.

includes galas, game tourna
ments, competitions for beau

Busch’s educational efforts,

ticians and barbers in the top

McKinney added, every major

30 African-American markets,
a televised musical celebration

index relating to alcohol abuse
has decreased over the last 15

and phone-in pledge drive.

years. Drunk driving is down

“We’re delighted to spon
sor this program again for

39% nationwide and teen

1999, to further reinforce our
commitment to education,” he

64% since 1982.
Anheuser-Busch, based in

said. Since 1979, AnheuserBusch has raised more than

St Louis, is foe world’s largest

erages in their communities.

is a leader in promoting the
alcohol beverages by adults,

Saturday, May 22, 1999
WANT A NEW CAR OR TRUCK?

10:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
at
Campbell Part

. STARTING A BUSINESS ?
. OWN AN EXISTING BUSINESS ?
. EMPLOYEES NEED VEHICLES ?

In part, through Anheuser-

Tobacco Quia and other information about the
Hazards of Smoking.

1806-879-CHEV (24381 EXT 348

ASK FOR WAYNE HICKENS
15005 US HWY 19 NORTH
CLEARWATER FL 33764

drinking and driving is down

brewer.

$256 million for educational

WE HAVE THE SHOES YOU WANT
FOR

Shoe %

Facto

Professional
Tattoo & Piercing
16 Ninth Street North, St. Petersburg

(Comer of Central Ave. & 9th Street North)
Open Seven Days A Week /12pm-8pm

727-826-9598
• Professional, Quality Tattoos
• Restoration / Repair
• New Needles & Hospital
Sterilization Per Client/Customer

10% OFF with coupon
(Offer Valid for Tattoos $100 & Over)

OPEN 7
DAYS
A WEEK

St. Pete • 6754 22nd Ave. N. • 727-344-0999
(Across from Tyrone Mall)

Tampa • 1216 Fowler Ave. • 813-979-0999
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ENTERTAINMENT
World Famous Jazz Poets At
Yakkety Jazz ’99

AHN Broadcasts The Mighty
Quinn Starring Academy AwardWinner Denzel Washington

■
Amiri Baraka

Sonia Sanchez

SARASOTA - World

famous jazz poets Amiri Bara
ka (LeRoi Jones), and Sonia

Sanchez

will

appear

at

Yakkety Jazz ‘99, a three day
festival of spoken, perfor
mance and jazz poetry at the
Players Theatre, 838 N. Tami
ami Trail, Thursday through
Saturday, June 3-5. All shows

are at 8:00 pm.
The Festival draws poets,
and poetry and jazz fans fiom
around the nation for jazz

evening performance. Sanchez
is a poet, singer, activist, pro
fessor, international lecturer on
Black Culture and Literature
and Sponsor of Women’ Inter
national League for Peace and
Freedom. Author of over 16
books, her forthcoming book
Shake Loose My Skin, 1999
Beacon Press. She is recipient
of a National Endowment for
the Arts, and was a 1998 final
ist for the National Book Crit
ics Circle Award for her book

ble header evening will feature
Amina Baraka (Sylvia Jones)
and a late night jam. Amina
Baraka is a poet, painter,
dancer and actress, as well as
founding member of the Jazz
Aits Society. One of the origi
nal members of the “Spirit

House Movers”, she per
formed in “Black Mass”,
“Home on the Range” and
“Slave Ship”. She was also co
founder of Afrikan Free

This is also a chance for
local poets to broaden their
performance range by attend
ing workshops conducted by
these giants. Besides the work
shops given by the guest artists
there will also be studio
recording session workshops
to recorded and live music,

plus soundboard techniques
and oral and therapeutic poetry
workshops given by Justin
Spring and Scylla Liscombe of

School.
On the last evening, Satur
day June 5, Amiri Baraka

SOULSPEAK/Sarasota Poet

formances call The Players
Theatre at 365-2494. For infor

ry Theatre.
For tickets for evening per

poetry workshops and record
ing sessions which takes place

Does Your House Have Lions.

during the day, and culminate

(LeRoi Jones) will make

each evening in showcase per

500 universities and colleges
and holds the Laura Camell

formances by the guest artists.

Chair in English at Temple

appearances.

On Wednesday, June 4th Sonia

University.

will be giving workshops

mation on the program or to
purchase workshop tickets call

throughout the weekend.

366-6468.

Sanchez will headline the

Sanchez has lectured at over

On Friday, June 5th a dou-

another of his roof-raising
Both of them

NEW YORK - The
African Heritage Network

LOS ANGELES, CA -

ly.”

Roy Ayeis was bom in Sep

With various permutations

tember 1941 in Los Angeles

CA Raised by a piano-teach

of Ubiquity, Ayers was extra
ordinarily prolific, recording

ing mother and a trombone

20 albums for Polydor in 12

playing father, no one was sur

years.He carved his reputation

prised when young Roy began
picking out boogie woogie

here, steadily building an audi

rifR on the house piano at the

ence and a sense of keen
experimentation.
Whether

age of five. Roy’s future des

playfully tweaking the vernac

tiny was set when, after a con

ular (“Spirit of Doo Doo,

ceit, the great Lionel Hampton
presented the youngster with a

Freaky Deaky”), contemplat

pair of mallets. (Years later,
Ayers would meet Hamp and

in this spy thriller,” said Ossie

above the sea, and tourists sip
their daiquiris and pina-

the murder and finding the true

coladas.
Everyone’s peace is shat

culprit, Quinn is tom between
friendship and the responsibil

tered when Quinn discovers

ities of his new job. It’s no

airs in 92 markets across the

wonder Quinn’s country men
refers to him as “The Mighty

country.

DAvis. Ruby Dee responded

by saying, “Yes, Ossie, it also

gave us a chance to see the
work of an actress we lost last
year, Esther Rolle, I remember

acid-jazz movement; his oeu
vre has been sampled by

album under Roy’s aegis).
Ayers said the tour made him

dozens of groups including: A

samplers would end up at
vibraphone maestro Roy
Ayers’ comer of the rainbow.

Tribe Called Quest, Brand

From the time he formed his

“more aware of what’s hap

Nubian, X-Qan, Big Daddy

group Ubiquity in 1970 to

pening in Africa and what’s

Kane, Erykah Badu, Mary J.

today, Roy Ayers has taken that

happening really everywhere

Blige, The Notorious BIG, and

ornery beast known as jazz

outside of the United States. I

Puff Daddy. The UK-based

and wrestled the living funk

feel that I have to use my tal

Galliano recorded with him,

ents to open up people’s

GangStarr’s Guru recorded
and toured with him on 1993’s

and soul out of it With his lat
est album, Smooth Jazz, Ayers

continues to craft his own

Jazzmatazz project, while pop

brand of smooth improvisation

diva Vanessa Williams fea
tured him as a special guest on
1994’s The Sweetest Days.
It was inevitable that the
new generation of players and

that deftly blends*genres into a
sound that is unmistakingly his

sidered for the same parts.”
“Esther was a very sturdy
actress coming from depend
able heart felt places and we
shall miss her very much,” she
said.
A contemporary suspense
story, The Mighty Quinn stars
America’s heart-throb Denzel

Washington
Award-winner)

(Academy
as Xavier

Quinn, a police chief on a
small remote Caribbean

the brutal murder of a wealthy

St. Petersburg

own.

root-ical or just plain crooning,

Roy Ayeis and Ubiquity clear

steel guitar, from ten to seven
teen I was experimenting with

ly flowed with the currents of
the African Zeitgeist, then and

the flute, trumpet, and drums

and at eighteen I was getting

now.
In 1979, Ayers and Ubiqui

myself acquainted with the

ty did a nine-city tour of Nige

vibraharp. My family always
said that Lionel laid some spir

ria with the great Fela Anikulapo-Kuti and his band Africa

itual vibes on me. Even though

‘80. A grueling tour, it was

I never played them until I was
seventeen, the vibes had

nonetheless an enlightening,

always been my favorite

life changing experience that
produced two recordings:

instrument and I knew I would

Music of Many Colouis and

eventually play professional

Africa, Center of the Worid

known and gifted couples.
Their film, television and stage
careers extend over 50 years.
AHN’s “Movie of the Month”
series is the first and only fea
ture film package which focus
es on movies showcasing

African-American actors, pro
ducers and directors since
movie making began. AHN

AFRICAN
FESTIVAL
MARKET
FREE ADMISSION
Vendor fee: $ I 5/ day

AFRICAN
FESTIVAL
MARKET

PRESENTED BY:
CHARLIE WILLIAMS CO. "U"
ANTLER GUARD DEPARTMENT
OF THE ELKS

Every Saturday & Sunday
9 a.m. - Sundown

Located at Campbell Park

I 6th St. & 7th Ave. S.
Sh Petersburg. Florida
Building economic development
and community commerce for
the African community

Festivities Include:

Moment,” “We Live In
Brooklyn, Baby”), waxing

nine I was plucking on the

hi the process of solving

Ruby Dee, are one of the enter
tainment industry’s most well-

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

ing the essence of life )”Ihe
Third Eye,” “Life Is Just A

regale him with the story.)
Ayers pauses to reminisce. “At

The Mighty Quinn also stars
the late Esther Rolle, Sheryl
Lee Ralph (Moesha), James
Fox, Mimi Rogers, M. Emmet
Walsh, Art Evans and many
others.
The African Heritage Net
work’s host Ossie Davis and

island, a peaceful place where
resorts sit high on the cliffs

HlARDI GRAS BALL
Roy Ayers

Quinn ” which is backdropped
as a song within the movie.

Robert Townsend and Denzel
Washington working together-

gae, romance and action.
AHN’s “Movie of the Month”
series is brought to you by
Pepsi-Cola. The Mighty Quinn
airs on WWWBMay 29,1999
at 8:00 pm.
‘The Mighty Quinn is a
terrific movie, one of my
favorites. It’s great to see

(the former a thundering Fela
date, the latter a richly woven

enjoying a worldwide renais
sance. He is the icon of the

businessman named Donald
Pater, and the prime suspect is
Maubee (Robert Townsend).
Quinn’s boyhood friend.
While Quinn tries to talk
with Maubee to discuss his
where-abouts during the mur
der to clear his name, Maubee
only eludes him in a frustrating
game of hide and seek. To the
islanders, Maubee is a crazy,
hometown hero who is inno
cent charges of murder. They
truly believe he would have
never committed such a crime,
especially since he is a lazy
rebel, loved by the women and
envied by the men.

(AHN) “Movie of the Month”
series hosted by film legends,
Ossie Davis and Ruby
Dee,broadcasts The Mighty
Quinn, a spy thriller with reg

'Smoothe' Jazz With Roy Ayers

awareness to themselves
because, when it comes down
to it, it’s all about that self
awareness.”
Roy Ayers in the 1990’s is

that the two of us, although
very different personally and
as actresses, were often con

• Music & Entertainment

WHERE: ELKS LODGE
1331-18th AVE. SO.
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
WHEN: MAY 29, 1999
TIME: 9:00PM - 1:30AM
DONATION: $5.00
DOOR PRIZES • CASH BAR
For Tickets or Information Please Call 895-4327

I

* African Crafts. Art & Culture
* Delicious Homestylc Food

• Produce & Vegetables
* Family & Children's Activities
• Community Information Tables

Volunteers Needed
email: wrxbejuno.tom

Call 727.82 1.2437
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Novelle Burney Wins
SPJC's Apollo Award
At Graduation----------
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Crown
Hosts Child
Safety Awareness Dav
ST.

PETERSBURG -

More than 1 million children
are killed or injured each year

By; Allene Gammage Ahmed

in preventable traffic, house

Designed specifically for the Woman That You Are

dents, hi an effort to reduce this
number, Crown Honda will

hold and recreational acci

host Child Safety Awareness
Day at its dealership on Satur
day, May 22 from 10 am. to
2:00 p.m.

Sadie Marie, What’s
All That Talk About
Noni Juice?-------------.....

1

1

Child Safety Awareness

Day offers families important

sH

advice and hands-on instruc
tion of a variety of issues
including, vehicle and traffic
safety, sport and recreational

injuries and preventing child
abductions. Parents also will
be advised on methods of

MaTjJQ 3.
Wife

Petersbuig Junior College

L.n ,,

A”

graduate Novelle Burney was

Sadie Marie Martin
tions;

PETERSBURG -

Recently, there has been a lot

of hype about miracle potions,

•fibromyalgia;

problems, cancer, diabetes,
ulcers,.

herbs and remedies that are

supposed to be cure-alls for
everything that ails a person
these days, no matter how big

stomach

•compresses, poultices,
•increases energy level,
calms stress and anxiety, plus
many other topical and internal

to recovery of missing chil

Bayfront Center.

also volunteered with the

dren. More than 1 million chil

Bumey, a science major
from foe Qearwater Campus

Pinellas Youth Football Con

dren run away, are reported

ference, and was an instructor
for the Greenwood Panthers

missing or abducted each year.

who hopes to become a child

psychologist, was announced

League Baseball stars Steve

ty Awareness Day last year

burg.”

stage. The other three: Cather
ine Wood, Tarpon Springs

trophy ever won by a Junior
Division entry.

dren.
Additionally, St. Peters

Garvey and Steve Lyons, will

because education and preven

be shown at each of the partic

Qtild Safety Awareness
Day is part of a national pro

Center and Daniel Prather and
Christopher Finney, both of
Qearwater Campus. The

Most recently, she and fel

buig community organizations

ipating dealerships. The infor

tion are two of foe best ways to
keep families safe,” said Dick

low student Rowena Aostman

will provide demonstrations

mative and entertaining video

Colliver, executive vice presi

wrote a proposal to create a no

and informative talks on child

safety issues.
A Little League Baseball

teaches foe basics of foe game
and contains important point

dent of American Honda

smoking zone around the

body’s life force to the point of

and exercise - they go hand in

and mind. When describing

God, her family and her sup

believe it after she’s told you

the wonderful benefits of the
Noni products, she smiles, she
moves with assurity and
vibrance, she is happy and a
walking testimonial on what
the product has done for her. I
have never seen a person so
full of energy and life as I have
when listening to her tell me

porters at the college whom
she said helped her win the
honor. She told the audience
she became aware about a year
ago of the Apollo Award,
which is awarded each May to
the most outstanding graduate.
Winning it became a goal for

about this wonder potion.

about the many, many ways to

the point of excitement so that
you’ll want to listen, and

The Noni Suit is a Polyne

use Noni Fruit Juice for better

sian fruit that has a very pow

health.
Mrs. Martin is available

erful legacy which has been

selections are made by the
Alumni Associations board of
directors.

Obviously surprised and
delighted, Bumey thanked

her, she said, and, “Here I am.”
In addition to her many oncampus activities, mainly in
student government and the
High Achievers Qub, she

entrances to all buildings on
the Qearwater Campus. It was
adopted and is pending imple
mentation.

The President’s Award was
given by President Carl M.
Kuttler, Jr. to retired St. Peters
burg Allergist Walter L.
Schafer and his wife, Vivian.
They were cited for their pro
fessional and community ser
vice as well as their gift to the
college of the Dr. and Mrs.
Walter L. Schafer Distin
guished Teaching Chair in

Nursing.
About

known to contain many differ

avearagein a course of study

ent kinds of nutrients good for

highly excited individual who

that included the Interdiscipli

tion, Tom McGurk, secretary
of foe state Department of

nary Studies Program (in

Management

which she made all A’s) As a

received the dilpoma he lacked
the $5 fee for when he gradu

tropical regions of the world,
fiom Puerto Rico to India.

has documented, personal tes
timonies of her own and from
friends that will maybe inspire
you to investigate and leam

member of foe African-Amer
ican Histoiy Month Commit

Services,

Telephone: 323-8649

organs and systems of your

believer in that die would not
ask anyone to toy something

lence Awards. Phi Theta
Kappa honorary society nomi

made honoraiy members of

nated her for the National

tional honor society for two-

Dean’s List, and she’s in Who 5s

year colleges.

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Phi Theta Kappa, the interna

Custom Jewelry

hasn’t tried heiself.
Give Sadie Marie a call

tis, toothaches, backaches,

and get more information on
this Polynesian fruit that just

Charlie Akins

maybe the miracle you’ve

Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690

been looking for.
Sadie Marie Martin can be

tions, life threatening condi

5008.

Satan
550-2244

Services

|i5liaiangii3ii3ii3fi3ii3ii3igi@iaaglBi@ia@IBIBlBl@iaiBlBIBIBlBillgl|

ueiaeui iai

Yogi's Hair Studio
1

i

321-9322

328-1900

A-Queen Beauty
Salon

Angela's Hair Safari

327-5241

323-4840
:

321-4840

jg

3 C & C Hair Design

447-3090

327-4074

Helen^Beauty Salon;,

Robert's Hair Salon
866-7070

•

Center Stage Unisex Salon

327-5182

•
■

', Jg

Emerald City
'■

Hours of Operation:
Monday' 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Mother's Day Special
1/2 OFF To New Patrons
(thru Mother's Day)

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

SYDEStGN™

1 Creative-N-styu ,

1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-0679
SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owner

have you been hoodooed?

WAVE^

Artistic Hair Fashion

and <zd\faif daxz fox

ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

o'"

is ICarla's Hair Affair
i
* 321-6802

in tks. (ahs-i-t drall

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

Monday 9:30- 12:30
Tues. - Wed. 9:30 - 6:30
Thursday - Closed
Friday 9:30 - Until
Saturday 8:30 - Until

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

SHIRLEY'S BEAUTY
PALACE

VALUES

The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

PROFESSIONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

CEStGNii

difference” - with this you will
have that peace and content
ment.

I£EV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

- HOURS $5.00 OFF
AH

change, give me the courage to
change the things that I can
and the wisdom to know the

3iaiaiaiaaaiaiaiaiHiaiaaiiaiafei&ia'iiW^aiais^gBiii^m§!af

Owner Gail Hobbs

'

National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.

^3
Repairs while you wait

Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

901 - 16th St. So.
.....

ihl BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
I TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
j WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
j REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE
IlSHALL OVERCOME."
MARTIN LUTHER KINOz JR.

by

Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry

contacted by calling (727-327-

tle League Baseball, Polaroid’s
Project KidCare, foe National
Center for Missing and
Exploited Children and the

Call for Appointment • Walk-Ins Welcome

and Sen. Jim Sebesta - were

clear the mind;
•Relieve the pain of arthri

internal cleansing;
•chronic conditions, acute
conditions, stubborn condi

gram developed by American
Honda in cooperation with Lit

tfic dntixs. ^Jamifij

islators - Rep. Frank Farkas

Juice Products. She is a firm

headaches;
•Use for detoxification,

Motor Co., Inc. “The Honda
dealer network provides an
excellent way for experts to
spread child safety tips and
advice throughout St. Peteis-

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

St. Petersburg, FL 33713

have the power to target the

that she doesn’t believe in and

content in any given situation.
Reaffirm out loud that”
“God, grant me the serenity to
accept the things that I cannot

ated in 1963. Two Pinellas leg

tee, she emceed the Mac J.
Williams Sr. Academic Excel

and

basis - you know for yourself
that you can and you will be

3427 - 11th Avenue North

more about the Tahitian Noni

emotions

out injury.
“Honda started Child Safe-

HIRES HAIRSTYLING

Juice from the fruit is said to

choice:
•Soothe

ers aimed at getting to the
game safely and playing with

graduates

500

received their degrees and cer

tificates. In a special presenta

Noni grows in practically all

instructional safety video
called “Safety First,” featuring
tips from former Major

Remember the Serenity
Prayer and in all things leam to
be content If you know of the
peace that only God can give
when the tests of life and of
time confront us on a daily

maintained a 3.4 grade point

optimum health and healing.

abduction will be distributed

Weekly
A
ffirmation
Finding Peace and Contentment In All Tilings

for lectures, testimonials and
products. She is a motivated,

around for centuries. It is

. It

by the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Chil

an awareness of the impor
tance of good foods, vitamins,
minerals, antioxidants, herbs

talks about a relatively new
Juice,
she’ll definitely inspire you to

Jr

cheerleaders claimed the first

the Noni Juice will reignite the

product - Noni Fruit

1

'1

among the four finalists on

conscious and have developed

Sadie Marie Martin, when she

mg

Youth Football and Cheerlead
ing Association. Her team of

we have become more health

Looking at this woman,

Tips to prevent child abuse and

t /--I jSSk

Apollo winner from

as foe

even your pets.
According to Sadie Marie,

hand.

As a volunteer, she worked
in SGA and campus activities,

tan

aiibags will be distributed.

the City of Qearwater. She

Within the past ten years,

harmony between the body

scholarships, including the
Florida Bright Futures.

and for almost three years with

conditions. You can give it to

rejuvenation and bring total

safety in vehicles containing

coveted Apollo Award Mon
day night (May 10) at gradua
tion in St. Petersburg’s

or small the complaint or ail
ment.

your children, foe elderly and

Who Among American Col
lege Students. She holds three

In
conjunction
with
Polaroid’s Project KidCare,
free children’s “photo pass
ports” will be taken to provide
parents with information vital

named the 1999 winner of the
SPJC Alumni Associations

sc

ST.

seats and the correct use of
seatbelts. literature on child

Novelle Burney
ST. PETERSBURG - St

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed

7

monitoring their child’s safety

447-4548
mJ

I was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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F”St. Pete

Final Rites

dren,

2

daughters-in-law,

Cunningham Funeral Home,

Linda and Connie Rogers; a
host of cousins, other family

Gainesville 1

and friends. Funeral services

Final Rites

entrusted to Creal Funeral

Faith is a gift bestowed

^fl

by the Lord, joyfully
illuminating your path

Home, St. Petersburg, FL

STYLES, JERRY departed this life recently. He is
survived by his wife Camille;
his mother, Rosa Styles Pryor,

five sons, Jerry Jr., Gregory,
Jeffery (Kiwanis), Jonathan
(Brea), Alfred; two daughters

Chiquita Jackson (Robert),

Kay Williams; four brothers,
John Styles (Elvia), Christo
pher Styles, Ralph Styles
Nathaniel

(Mary)

Styles

(Sylvia); one sister Dr. Gladys
Styles Johnston (Dr. Jack

HARRIS, RUTHA MAE
BYNUM- departed this life on

Kisinger); five step children
eighteen grandchildren; eight

May 6, 1999. She leaves to
cherish so many dear and lov
ing memories, as her spiritfilled, outgoing attitude and

great grand children; fourteen
nephews and nieces and

love will always be remem
bered in the lives of her
beloved husband, Ernest
James “Honey Jay” Harris;
stepdaughters, Vanessa and
Melissa Harris; stepson,
Micah Harris; goddaughter niece, Geraldetta Bynum Mar
tin (Eddie); her grand daughter
and grandson she raised fiom

numerous

and

relatives

friends.
Funeral services entrusted
to Creal Funeral Home, St

Petersburg, FL.

HARRIS, JOHN W. departed this life May 8,1999.

in a way no other light

He leaves to cherish his mem
ories his wife, Lois E. Harris;

can. It enables you to
overcome obstacles, to

four children, Sharon Haley,
Juan Harris, Lanette Harris and

endure hardships and to

John Harris, one sister, Yvonne
Harris; son-in-law, Darryl Har

MCBRIDE,
OTIS
SAMUEL - departed this life

ris; daughter-in-law, Shemetta
Harris, Cora Harris; six grand

children and a host of nieces,
nephews, numerous other rela
tives and friends. Funeral ser
vices entrusted to Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville,

EDWARDS,

May 6, 1999. He leaves to

Ocala

cherish his memories his wife,
Eula; six daughters: Janice
Master (Raymone); Dorothy
McCoy; Derinda Edwards
(deceased), Demetria Taylor
(James), Sibil Pierce and Fred-

Final Rites
BROWN-BURNETT,
MYRTLE - departed this life

na Reddick; three sons: Eddie
Austil, Lonnie Edwards and

LaRue Pierce; Four sisters,

Young

(Pommie),

Edwards (Fay), and James
Edwards (Dorothy); his moth

and Albert Foster, grandchil
dren, 23 great grandchildren

er-in-law, Luberta Salvage and
a host of other family and

and a host of nieces, nephews,

friends.

services

Funeral

entrusted

to

Gammage, Arlene Boyd, and

law, Willie Lewis Albert
(Pearl),
Robert
Harris
850 - 22nd St. South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
Answering Service
(727) 323-6120
Fax (727) 327-8664

SANCHEZ & SON

(Emma), George Ralph Harris
(Elaine) and Richard Harris; 7
grandchildren, 3 great grand

CARTHLEDGE - departed

children, numerous nieces,

leaves to cherish his memories

nephews, cousins, dedicated
friends and the many children
who have been a part ofher life
- these children are her chil
dren too. Funeral services

2 daughters, Vanessa T. Brady
and Valerie Lamar; two sons,
James Talbert, Jr., Jerome Tal
bert (Bridgette); mother, Thel
ma C. Talbert; six sisters:

entrusted to Creal Funeral

Almastene Butler (Lenon), C.
Edythe Jones (William),

Creal Funeral
(
Homes

Nancy Pitts, Ruby Littles

1 Seventh Avenue Chapel

Hone, St Petersburg, FL

this life May 9, 1999. He

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

I. SANCHEZ JR.,
OWNER

to you, if you will only
ask for it.

McBride, Daisy McBride and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert (Gloria)
Reed; great grandparents, Ms.

Frances McBride; a dear
friend, Shekina Henderson; in

laws, aunts, cousins, other
family and friends. Funeral
services entrusted to Summers

CUNNINGHAM'S —

(Summers ^Tuneral ^Jfome
"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends yho Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

Limousine Rental Service

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

“QwaJify tfrtrf Sender*

A.L. CUNNINGHAM

Licensed Funeral

FEUX SNOW

Directors'

18 N.W. 8th Avenue ...........................(352) 372-2537

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

P.O.Box592 ................................(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL32602 ..................... Fax: (352) 377-5678

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

1940 7th Avenue South
St, Petersburg, FL 33712
896-2602

■
Dr. ML King St Chapel
1 2025 Dr. M.L King Street South

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculste Matt
Wsw&Sffi

St. Petersburg, FL 33705
1 * statOEEOMLPflBjneia!

I
,.

PRAYER
HELPS

McBride; one sister, Kandrea
McBride; grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Otis (Helen)

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

der); four brothers, Joe L Tal

Petersbuig, FL

grant His priceless gift

Walter Stocker and Tifrnan

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

bet) and Vivian Kelly (Lean

of other family and friends.
Funeral services entrusted to
Creal Funeral Home, St.

faith? God is eager to

• NOTARY • PRE-NEED
• ALL FUNERAL SERVICE FACILITY

(Parker), Majoria Gray (Her-

bert, Garrett, Jasper H. and
Willie H. Talbert; four grand
children, one uncle and a host

linda) McBride; four brothers,

351-0566................................ Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St...................... Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 . <......................... Notary Public

"WE STILL CARE"

JAMES

you like to walk by

Cunningham

Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

Effie Mae Bynum, Cora Lee

TALBERT,

cherish his memories his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis (Ver-

Jessie

Brown; brothers Willie Brown

Mather Lee Mills; Brothers-in-

reach your goal. Would

Mamie Fort, Rosa Wilson,
zola B. Griffin and Norma
Swine; three brothers, Joseph

relatives and caring friends.
Funeral services entrusted to

Bynum, Sr.; sisters-in-law,

LONNIE

BROWN - departed this life

FL.

Huffman; sisters, Louise
Wingo and Connie Mae

Bynum Jr., Josephus (Mae)
Bynum, Cornell (Annie)

May 9, 1999. He leaves to

Cari McBride, Kevin Sstocker,

May 6, 1999. She leaves to
cherish her memories her hus
band, P.L. Burnett; son, David
Lee and Earline Burnett;
daughter, Priscilla (Donnie)

infancy, Deidre and Payton
Harris; brothers: Charlie

persevere until you

AirangementPian
-a <; ~

s

,

s-;'

*

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
(7*7)318-0466

' b' *

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt* Licensed Mortician

Serving From Ttoo Convenient Locations

JORDAN, LUVERTA
ROGERS — departed this life

May 2, 1999. She leaves to
cherish her memories four

"Do you really think that your family

sons, Rev. John and Mamie
Rogers; Wallace and Brenda

knows your feelings about your funera

Rogers, Emory Rogers and

James Rogers. 2 daughters,

One ofthe most uncomfortaBTe

Dorothy and William Gale,

feelings is that oftalking about your

Betty and Raymond Newkirk;

3 stepsons, Larry and John
(Mae) Rogers, Jr., Milton
Rogers 1 brother, John W.
(Gladys) Ingram; 18 grand

children, 26 great grandchil-

own funeral. Think about it—ifyou

don't talk about it now, your family

will have to guess about how you
wanted your remains handles. Isn't it

good knowing that you can arrange
for your funeral ahead oftime and.

with a monthly payment plan that best

Young's
Funeral
Home

Edna L. Matt

Prince Matt, Jr.

••Service is the Soul’s Highest Calling"

Building a Tradition of Faith, Integrity and
Compassion .....
. . . meeting the changing needs of our
Community
and the Families
we serve, with
Innovative and Personalized
Service

meets your budget?

Call Us....

1534 - 18th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

A Full Service Firm
Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg^ Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

727-894-2266
Community Resource Center On Funeral
Services, Pre-planning, Social Security, Veteran Affairs
Call Today
For Free Pamphlets And Brochures
" Taking Time To Serve Others"
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Classified Ac Is...Siire to gel results!
■F DICV HE
DIRECTOR OF ACTTVI-

CITY OF

THE
WEEK!
4-18-19
21-35-40
CA$H 3
395 147 206
530
169 482 371
1-5 3-7 4-2
6-3 4-8 5-7

Employment Division
Office is.Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

program & Day T-X program
for adolescents in a growing
substance
abuse/mentai
health organization. Coordi
nating and integrating music
and art therapy. Qualifica
tions: Certified Recreational,
Occupational or Activities
Therapist required. Flexible
hrs. with excellent pay. Job
Code 62019. Reply to
Operation PAR, 6720 54th
Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL
33709 or fax 727-545-7561.
EOE/DFWP.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MAINTENANCE WORK

ER II - City of Gulfport.
Skilled

and

semi-skilled

labor in the Sanitation Dept.
Must have a valid Florida dr.

lie.,

class

"B"

preferred.

Background/drug screenings
will be conducted. Entry

$8.01

hrly.

Canngjbr Pinellas County. Florida since 1977

A

Unique Profession!!

Hands-on care of the

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required);

2401 53 St. So., Gulfport,

& HHA./CNAS

33707. E.O.E.

substance abuse, residential

Ave.

N.,

of these services to the City must submit TWO SETS of the following: Letter of

Competitive Negotiation Committee, City of Tampa - DPW 306 E. Jackson Street
4th Floor North, Tampa, Florida 33602, NO LATER THAN 2 p.m., Monday,

QVUM SPECIALIST - for
large Sub. Abuse & Mental
Health agency. Ideal candidate
must be flexible, motivated &
a self-starter. Duties include:
preparation of reports, enter
data & facilitate committee
mtgs. BA/BS in Human Svcs.
& tmg. exp. pref. WP, Excel &
Windows req. Reply to
Operation
PAR
Human
Resources Job Code 40604,
6720 54th Ave. N., St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or Fax
(727) 545-7561. EOE/DFWP.

CAR-JACKING
FOR INFORMATION ON
Car Jack Alarms

Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Dean S. Robinson Administration Building
209 S. Garden Ave., Clearwater, FL 33756
attn: Robert C. Chauncey, Asst. Exec. Director / PH

CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

The Pinellas County Housing Authority is an Equal Opportunity Housing Provider

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St S.

HOME
FOR SALE

727-577-4441

727-577-4441

Comparable Project Experience, 15%; Construction Management Project

Experience, 15%; Comparable Project Scope/Issues, 15%; Project Approach, 20%.

INDIAN ROCKS BEACH

ACCOUNTANT H
(Marketing Department)
$31,158 - $45,885
Closing date 5-28-99

Lease w/option to purchase...A
deluxe waterfront home. Three
bedrooms, two baths, two car
garage, with dock on intercoastal.
First & last. $1600.00 per month.
The perfect family home...Your
chance to rent with option to own
a waterfront home with all the
amenities. All major appliances
included.
Call today. 638-2145.

Responsible professional accounting work in preparing and
maintaining varied municipal fiscal records and systems and
may include limited supervisory responsibility over other
employees engaged in fiscal operations. Must be in possession of
a four-year college degree from an accredited college dr uni
versity with major coursework in accounting or finance. Must
also possess retail accounting experience, with some govern
ment accounting experience, including financial contract man
agement experience desirable. Prefer experience with spread
sheet and word processing software.

CIVIL ENGINEER II
$37,918 - $55,938
Closing date 5-28-99
Responsible Civil Engineering work involving the issuance of
permits for improvements in the City Right of Way, Subdivision
Development, and compliance with the City's Drainage
Ordinance. Work involves engineering review of plans and spec
ifications, working with developers, inspections of work in field
and supervision of six (6) staff members. Must be a graduate of
an accredited four year college or university with major course
work in civil engineering or possession of a valid Engineer in
Training Certificate granted by the Florida State Board of
Engineer Examiners. One year professional level civil engineer
ing experience is also required. Must also be in possession of and
maintain a valid State of Florida driver’s license.

CNA’S, FT & PT
Bay Pointe Nursing Pavilion has immediate
openings on all shifts.' We offer an excellent
benefits package, shift differential and pay
in lieu of benefits Apply in person to Ray

O'Brien at BAY POINTE NURSING PAVIL
ION, 4201 31st Street South, St. Petersburg,
FL 33712. (727) 867-1104. FAX: (727) 864-

Interested persons should submit a cover letter and resume to the
Employment Office, P.O; Box 2842, St. Petersbuig, FL 33731.
Preference in appointment will be extended to eligible veterans
and, in some instances, spouses of eligible veterans. To receive
veteran's preference, documentation of status must be submitted
at time of application.

4627. EOE M/F/D/V
YOU can make
a difference 1

Help support
our paper by

patronizing our

We welcome
your letters
to the
editor.

’•“Hatred and bitterness can never cure the dis-'
ease of feat; only love can do that. Hatred]
' paralyzes life; love harmonizes it. Hatred]
darkens life; love illumines it. ”
-Martin Luther King, Jr.)

advertisers !

YOUR HOROSCOPE
PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg* Florida 33701

Owner
Financing

727-577-4441

further consideration (shortlisted) on the basis of comparing the submitted materi

Is A Dangerous Problept

The PCHA will receive sealed qualifications statements and expected compensation until 4:00
P.M. on June 11,1999 at:

Low Down
$549 Month
4321 16* Ave. South
Totally remodeled 3 bed. I bath
Plush new carpet, ice cold A C
and much more

June 14, 1999. As a first step in the selection process, firms will be certified for

Local Office, 5%; Low Amount of Previous City Work, 5%; Staff Adequacy, 15%;

THERAPIST - needed for
Substance Abuse/Mental Health
facility. Masters req'd. Job Code
11025. Reply to Operation PAR,
6720 54th Ave. N„ St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP.

The scope of the project for each housing development includes, but is not limited to, design and
develop the most effective type of landscape; re-design or develop proper usage of current trees,
shrubs and bushes; design and develop efficient, economical and ecological irrigation system.
Contact Robert Chauncey at 727 / 443-7684, ext. 138 for additional information.

I.OW Down
$559. Month
2520 Highland Ave. South
Totally remodeled 3 bed, I bath
Plush new carpet, ice cold AC
and much more

Responsible for skilled inspection and enforcement work in
securing compliance with the ordinances, codes, laws and regu
lations governing existing, altered and new installations of
plumbing, mechanical gas, LP and natural gas systems and relat
ed equipment in industrial, high rise office buildings, and resi
dential buildings. Must be a high school graduate or be in pos
session of a GED certificate with five (5) years experience as a
journeyman plumber, plumbing contractor, or plumbing inspec
tor. Must also hold a state certification as a plumbing inspector
or be able to obtain one within six (6) months of hire. Applicant
must also be in possession of and maintain a valid State of
Florida driver's license and provide a personal motor vehicle and
insurance that meets the minimum requirements or liability for
"business use." Residency Requirement.

North, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602. Telephone (813) 274-8598;

fax (813) 274-8080; Email pw47@ci.tampa.fl.us. Firms desiring to provide either

als using the following general criteria: W/MBE Participation, 5%; SF-254, 5%;

French Villas, 6835 54th Ave., N., St. Petersburg, FL
Rainbow Village, 12301 134th Ave., N., Largo, FL

Low Down
$569, Month
4048 3"* Ave. South
Totally remodeled 3 bed, 1 bath
Plush new carpet, ice cold A C
and much more

PLUMBING INSPECTOR
$27,768 - $38,501
Closing date 5-28-99

related work required for a complete project. Questions may be directed to Jim

St.

54th

727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP.

The Pinellas County Housing Authority (PCHA) requests statements of qualifications from firms
or individuals interested in assisting with the planning, design and development of landscaping for
two of its developments:

Financing

owned trucks and construction equipment, and all necessary site work. Services
will be provided under a contract for a negotiated fixed fee for project management,

Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax

6720

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS

Owner
Financing

secure storage, a fuel station for unleaded gas and diesel, truck and equipment
washing and degreasing facility, parking for 210 employee vehicles and 220 city

Home
Child
Care.
Specializing in infant.
Toddler.
Preschool.
School age. 24 hour ser
vice. Call 727-8219017.
Licensed
&
Insurance & Bonded.

No Faxes Accepted

1

story administration and hurricane shelter building,warehouse, open and covered

Interest referring to RFQ-PWMAE or RFQ-PWMCM; Resume of qualifications

J

be able to meet the "Selection Standards" for working at the
Police Department including a background check, drug
screening and polygraph examination. Residency Re
quirement

plex will be built on an undeveloped parcel of 11 acres and will include a multi

and experience (Standard Form 254,5); W/MBE certification if applicable; and any
Supplemental materials; to R. M. Salmon, P. E., Chairman, Consultants

(941) 359-5696

J

vices for the construction of the Public Works Maintenance Facility. This com

Reply to Operation PAR,

EOE/Drug Free Workplace

HOME
FOR SALE

administration activities in association with a construction manager. RFQ PWMCM: The City of Tampa desires to obtain Construction Management ser

treatment. Job Code (520.

Jennifer Lee Duer
1838 61sr Street
Sarasota, Florida 34243

HOME
FOR SALE

drawing review, ADA and Tampa Code Chapter 5 compliance, and other contract

FAMILY

Great benefits, pay commen
surate with education & exp.
Job Code 620. Reply, to
Operation PAR, 6720 54th
Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL
33709 or fax 727-545-7561.
EOE/DFWP.

300 E. Bay Drive

construction sequencing recommendation; coordination with all applicable regula
tory agencies, submittal and tracking of all regulatory permit applications; shop

Greiner, P.E., Contract Administration, Department of Public Works, 4th Floor

working with adolescents,

Other special knowledge, skills and abilities apply. Call the
contact person below for those requirements. Recruiting salary
range is $636.36 to $885.06 biweekly. Please submit a complet
ed 6/95 or later version of a State of Florida Application prior to
5:00 p.m. on May 21,1999 to:

Largo, FL 33770-3770

Skilled manual work at the journeyman level involving the alter
ation, maintenance and repair of municipal buildings and facili
ties or other similar projects requiring skilled manual labor. Must
have eighteen months experience as a skilled worker in two or
more of the following trades: building maintenance, HVAC
repair, plumbing and Carpentry. Must also be in possession of
and maintain a valid State of Florida driver's license. Must also

Services will also include resolution of project issues such as program refining,

schematic design, design development and preparation of construction documents,

Degree, CAP preferred. Exp.

BEHAVIORAL TECH - FT
Exp. Behavioral Techs who
have exp. working with ado
lescents, substance abuse/
mental health, residential
treatment. Exp. tmg. new
behavioral techs a plus.

586-4432

PWMAE: The’ City of Tampa desires to obtain professional Architectural /
Engineering services for the design of the Public Works Maintenance Facility.

THERAPIST - FT Masters

The Florida Department of Transportation is seeking two Part
Time (Shared) Associate Construction Inspectors for the
Sarasota Construction Office. The position requires an individ
ual to serve as an inspector for road and bridge construction pro
jects; reading plans, interpreting specifications; and monitoring
and obtaining samples through the various phases of the con
struction process. Applicant must be flexible.

(Both FL cert, needed)

WOMEN / MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM - RFQ -

design phase, cost estimating, advertising and administering subcontracts and all

OF THE FLORIDA, SUNCQ\ST
>00 East Bay Drive • Largo. Florida 33770-3770

^Police Department)
Jen
122,942 - $30,306
Open Until Filled

MENTS OF CHAPTER 287.055, LAWS OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS COM
PETITIVE NEGOTIATION ACT, AS AMENDED AND THE CITY OF TAMPA'S

ate surety bonds. Services will also include coordination or scheduling during

accepted through 6/4/99 at

Associate Construction Inspector
PART TIME (Shared)

Tie Hospice

City of St. Petersburg
VAiMTrNiAWPc K/cmAxnr’ i

overhead, profit and a guaranteed mafcimum price for construction with appropri

Applications

MARTHA

uEG AL NOTICE

TIES THERAPY . PT 20-

727-823-5145

Aries

Libra

March 21 to April 19

September 23 to October 22

________ When a Virgo moon highlights
health on the 22nd, renew a diet or fit
ness resolution. After the 23rd, numerous
day trips or sightseeing jaunts could enliv
en your routine. Give passion the goahead on the 24th and 25th.

Take advantage of Mars’ ca
reer-savvy energy to catch up on new,
marketable job skills and keep your com
petitive edge. Single? Even if romance
has felt like Russian roulette lately, your
luck is changing—take a chance on love!

Scorpio

Taurus

October 23 to November 21

April 20 to May 20

If you carry more than $10,000 into or out of the U.S.
in currency, a report must be filed with U.S. Customs at
the time you arrive or depart.

CLERKS/SORTERS
Postal positions, clerks and
sorters, no experience re
quired. benefits, for exam, sal
ary, and testing information
call l-(630) 906-7561 8am8pm 7-days
.

ATTENTION
BEFORE BUYING, BUILDING OR RENOVAT
ING COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP

ERTY .

You can find The Weekly Challenger

at the following locations:
IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street

Carlton Street
• John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood

• Jackson Foods, 34th Street

Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &

• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street

■

Woodlawn)

• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street

• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty

• Tampa Urban League, Tampa ParkiRlaza

• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3

• Bar-B-Q King on Main Street

• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1

• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street

• MV), 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane

N„ 248-5683
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue

• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill

• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.

•.Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street

• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood

• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska

• Condon Gardens Housing Authority

• Anderson Nail Salon, 34th Street

• MaccaBee’s Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane

• Silver Dollar Grocery, 40th Street
• Myrick's Barber Shop, Buffalo Avenue
• Cut Rate Liquor, 155th Street and 26th

• Ross Norton Recreation Center
• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza

• Gold Star Station, Nebraska and Columbua

• North Greenwood Library

'• Blue Ribbon Grocery, Columbus

Having problems with:
Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)

• Food Mart, Columbus and Blvd.

IN LARGO

• Prince Grocery, Columbus and Blvd.

• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.

ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT

Commission (EDC) • Code
'

ENFORCEMENT

BuiLbiNG dept. — Permits

Consult with us first. Call for an
APPOINTMENT NOW.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

(813) 327-1935

I

Money issues require your
complete attention—don’t be afraid to ask
questions to ensure that your best inter
ests are being protected; Take things slow
at work until the 27th or 28th—then wow
the higher-ups with a big presentation.

Sagittarius

H Gemini

November 22 to December 21

May 21 to June 21

OR

•

When romantic stars shine on
the 22nd, flirt like your (love) life depends
on it. On the 23rd, Mercury in your cash
zone will send fabulous financial news
your way. Stressful aspects on the 26th
suggest taking a diplomatic tone at work.

• Sav-Mor, Rome and Chestnut

• Hair Is It, 11.447 Ulmerton Rd.

• Mary Bethune Hirise, West Union St.

• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461

• Tampa Housing, West Union St.

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.

• Helm & Sons Cafe

• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

• Handy Comer Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton

• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

• Eva's Beauty Box, comer of Greenwood &

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

For the next month, sunlight in
your dream zone suggests keeping a
notebook by your bed to record insights
into your future. On the 27th and 28th,
incendiary stars could prompt you and
your mate to new heights of passion.

With Jupiter’s powerful, ener
getic force in your chart making you feel
like a kid again, spending more time with
young people is the natural next step.
Been thinking over that special someone’s
proposal? Now’s the time to say yes!

4a

The reason behind your sud
den popularity? Venus in your marriage
and partnership zone is putting others at
your disposal, eager to help (or just hang
out) at a moment’s notice. Take time for
romance on the 27th and 28th.

! W8®
July 23 to August 22

J il You’ll produce some of your
best work while a sun-Neptune trine
sparks creativity. Amazing coincidences
could lead to an enlightening conclusion.
On the 24th, love will be in the air... why
not make sure your perfume is too?

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

While three planets inspire
your playful side, indulging your sense of
humor will make you feel your best. When
an opportunity to boost your professional
power and prestige comes your way on
the 27th and 28th, jump at the chance!

Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive

• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.

: Anything could happen after
the 23rd—but any changes will also be
happy ones! Dead-on intuition is yours on
the 25th; buy an extra lottery ticket or a
stamp for that contest entry. Moonlight
favors your health on the 27th.

• Rudy's Rib Shack

Virgo

August 23*fo September 22

No one gives better advice
than you—which is why friends will seek
you out oh the 22nd. Make a date for the
28th, when romance shines with extra bril
liance. While Venus lingers in wonderful
aspect, socializing could be lucky for you.

Pisces
| February 19 to March 20

I Thank Jupiter for helping you
snag that deal at the mall—tuck the extra
change in your piggy bank. Plump up
your guest room’s pillows—company’s
coming after the 23rd! A dream symbol
could be more important than you realize.
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U.S. Postage
Stamps
1

2 books for Just $1
Ihofs
40 stamps.

Limit 2 w/$10 purchase’.

These items good
May 22nd & May 23rd ONLY!

■ £■

12 Pack
Michelob or
Coors Beer
Michelob 12 oz. bottles or Coors
oz. cans, See store for selection

'WJ31

America's Supermarket*

Prices above are good Wednesday, May 19, thru Tuesday, May 25, 1999.
We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover*® ATM®
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1999. WINN-DIXIE STORES. INC., TAMPA DIVISION
Florida Lottery

Ad is effective in the following counties: Highland, Hardee, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas, Pasco, Polk, Sarasota,
Lee, DeSoto, Collier, Charlotte and the city of LaBelle. *purchase excludes alcohol or tobacco products.
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